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Abstract
The Correlation Clustering problem has been introduced recently [N. Bansal, A. Blum, S. Chawla, Correlation Clustering, in:
Proc. 43rd Symp. Foundations of Computer Science, FOCS, 2002, pp. 238–247] as a model for clustering data when a binary
relationship between data points is known. More precisely, for each pair of points we have two scores measuring the similarity
and dissimilarity respectively, of the two points, and we would like to compute an optimal partition where the value of a partition
is obtained by summing up the similarity scores of pairs involving points from the same cluster and the dissimilarity scores of
pairs involving points from different clusters. A closely related problem is Consensus Clustering, where we are given a set of
partitions and we would like to obtain a partition that best summarizes the input partitions. The latter problem is a restricted case
of Correlation Clustering. In this paper we prove that Minimum Consensus Clustering is APX-hard even for three input partitions,
answering an open question in the literature, while Maximum Consensus Clustering admits a PTAS. We exhibit a combinatorial
and practical 45 -approximation algorithm based on a greedy technique for Maximum Consensus Clustering on three partitions.
Moreover, we prove that a PTAS exists for Maximum Correlation Clustering when the maximum ratio between two scores is at
most a constant.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The problem of analyzing a set of points in order to isolate subsets of points that are closely related is known
as clustering. Clustering is an important problem in computer science due to its broad applications in areas such
as datamining, machine learning, and bioinformatics. An example application taken from [6] is to cluster a set of
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dissimilarity) between pairs of documents. We construct a graph G whose vertices are the documents. Each edge e is
labeled with two weights, where the first weight a(e) measures the similarity between the documents incident on e and
the second weight b(e) measures the distance or dissimilarity between the documents incident on e. Given a partition
π of the vertex set of G, the value of π can be formally defined as the summation of a(e) for each edge internal
to a cluster and b(e) for each edge whose endpoints are in two different clusters. The MAXIMUM CORRELATION
CLUSTERING problem asks for a partition π of vertices of G of maximum value. An interesting property of this
approach is that the number of clusters to be obtained is not predetermined a priori, as in the case of the k-median or
k-center problems [16], and it depends uniquely on the instance.
There are in fact several versions of the problem. For instance, both the maximization and minimization versions
of the problem have been studied in the literature and shown to have different approximation properties, as we will
see in this paper.
The minimization version, called MINIMUM CORRELATION CLUSTERING, asks for a partition π of vertices of
G whose value is defined by summing the weight a(e) for each edge e whose endpoints are in two different clusters
and weight b(e) for each edge internal to a cluster. Moreover, if a(e) = b(e) = 0 is allowed for an edge e, then
the underlying graph of the problem becomes a general graph instead of a complete graph. It is known that the
minimization version of the problem, over general graphs has an O(logn)-approximation algorithm [7–9], while
MAXIMUM CORRELATION CLUSTERING over general graphs has a 0.7666-approximation algorithm [7,18].1
Unweighted versions of CORRELATION CLUSTERING have also been considered before. In this case all scores a(e)
are either 0 or 1 and b(e) = 1 − a(e). The unweighted MINIMIZATION CORRELATION CLUSTERING is known to be
APX-hard [6] while admitting a 4-approximation algorithm [7] and a randomized 3-approximation algorithm [1]. The
unweighted MAXIMUM CORRELATION CLUSTERING admits a probabilistic PTAS [6]. An interesting restriction of
the CORRELATION CLUSTERING is the case where the scores b(e) satisfy the triangle inequality and a(e) = 1−b(e).
These kinds of instances is particularly interesting, since they can be obtained for example by reducing Consensus
Clustering to Correlation Clustering. In [13] a combinatorial algorithm of factor 3 for the minimization version of this
restriction is presented, which was improved in [1], where an approximation algorithm of factor 2 is presented.
In this paper, we will describe a PTAS for MAXIMUM CORRELATION CLUSTERING on input graphs where the
ratio between the largest and smallest weights is bounded by a constant. Such a restriction clearly implies that all
weights are strictly larger than zero, and hence the result is applicable only to complete graphs. The PTAS is based on
the smooth polynomial programming technique introduced in [3] and exploits the natural denseness of the problem.
Another variant of CORRELATION CLUSTERING is the CONSENSUS CLUSTERING problem. Here, we are given
a set of partitions and we want to compute the median partition, i.e. a partition having the total maximum similarity
(or minimum distance) to the input partitions. More precisely, in MINIMUM CONSENSUS CLUSTERING the distance
between two partitions π1 and π2 is defined as the number of pairs which are clustered differently in π1 and in π2, that
is the number of pairs co-clustered in π1 and not co-clustered in π2 plus the number of pairs co-clustered in π2 and
not co-clustered in π1. The similarity between two partitions π1 and π2 is defined as the number of pairs co-clustered
in both π1 and π2 plus the number of pairs not co-clustered in both π1 and π2. CONSENSUS CLUSTERING has been
studied extensively in the literature [17,19], and its NP-hardness over general graphs is well known [17,19]. Recently
more attention has been given to the problem because of its application in bioinformatics, in particular microarray
data analysis. It is observed in [10,11] that microarray experiments provide measures of gene expression levels, and
clustering genes with similar expression levels could provide information useful for the construction of genetic net-
works. Since different experimental conditions may result in significantly different expression data (thus partitions of
genes), it is often useful to compute the consensus of the partitions given by a collection of gene expression data. It
is easy to see that CONSENSUS CLUSTERING is actually a special case of (weighted) CORRELATION CLUSTERING.
Consider an instance of CONSENSUS CLUSTERING. For each pair of elements of the universe, x1 and x2, define an
edge e = (x1, x2) with weight a(e) equal to the number of input partitions containing x1 and x2 in the same set (i.e.
they are co-clustered) and weight b(e) equal to the number of input partitions containing x1 and x2 in different sets
(i.e. they are not co-clustered). Then, solving CONSENSUS CLUSTERING on the instance would be equivalent to solv-
ing CORRELATION CLUSTERING. MINIMUM CONSENSUS CLUSTERING admits a 117 -approximation algorithm [1].
1 The works of [7,18] were done independently; [7] proved a 0.7664 approximation ratio, which was improved to 0.7666 in [18].
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plane [14] and simulated annealing [10] techniques. In the latter paper, it was observed that the problem is trivially
solvable for instances of at most two partitions, while an open question, as recently recalled in [1], is the complexity
of the problem (minimization and maximization versions) for k input partitions, for any constant k > 2. In this paper,
we settle the open question by showing that MINIMUM CONSENSUS CLUSTERING is APX-hard even on instances
with three input partitions.
The paper is organized as follows. Some definitions required in the constructions and proofs are given in next
section. In Section 3, we show that MINIMUM CONSENSUS CLUSTERING is APX-hard on instances with three parti-
tions. In contrast, in Section 4, we show that the maximization version of CONSENSUS CLUSTERING, i.e. MAXIMUM
CONSENSUS CLUSTERING, admits a PTAS. This is achieved by first showing that MAXIMUM CORRELATION CLUS-
TERING on instances with bounded weights has a PTAS, by using the smooth polynomial programming technique.
In Section 5, we exhibit a combinatorial and practical 45 -approximation algorithm based on a greedy technique for
MAXIMUM CONSENSUS CLUSTERING on three partitions. To our knowledge, this is the first non-trivial combina-
torial approximation algorithm for CONSENSUS CLUSTERING. Moreover, the approximation factor of 0.8 achieved
in our algorithm improves on the approximation factor obtained by applying the best algorithm for CORRELATION
CLUSTERING based on semidefinite programming [7,18].
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce some basic notations and definitions that we will need later. Let π be a partition and
rπ be the characteristic vector associated with π defined as follows:
rπ (i, j) =
{1 if (i, j) are co-clustered in π ,
0 if (i, j) are not co-clustered in π .
A correlation graph is a weighted complete graph G such that each edge (u, v) is labeled with two weights a(u, v)
and b(u, v), where a(u, v) is the similarity between u and v, while b(u, v) is the distance between u and v. We study
the following problems on correlation graphs.
Minimum Correlation Clustering. We are given a correlation graph G = (V ,E) and we want to find a partition π
of V minimizing the sum
∑
e=(i,j)(rπ (i, j)b(i, j)+ (1 − rπ (i, j))a(i, j)).
Maximum Correlation Clustering. We are given a correlation graph G = (V ,E) and we want to find a partition π
of V maximizing the sum
∑
e=(i,j)(rπ (i, j)a(i, j)+ (1 − rπ (i, j))b(i, j)).
The notions of distance and similarity that we will employ for defining the problems of CONSENSUS CLUSTERING
are the following:
Definition 2.1. Let U be a universe set and let π1,π2 be two partitions of U . Let d(π1,π2) denote the symmetric
difference distance defined as the number of pairs of elements co-clustered in exactly one partition in {π1,π2}. Observe
that the symmetric difference distance between two partitions π1 and π2 corresponds to the l1 distance between
the characteristic vectors rπ1 and rπ2 associated with π1 and π2 respectively. Let s(π1,π2) denote the similarity
measure defined as the number of pairs of elements co-clustered in both partitions plus the number of pairs of elements
not co-clustered in both partitions π1 and π2. Observe that s(π1,π2) + d(π1,π2) =
(|U |
2
)
and hence s(π1,π2) =(|U |
2
)− d(π1,π2).
Also, given two elements i, j of the universe set U and a set Π = {π1, . . . , πk} of partitions of U , we denote
by sΠ(i, j) (or simply s(i, j) whenever Π is known from the context) and dΠ(i, j) (or simply d(i, j)) respectively,
the number of partitions of Π in which i, j are co-clustered and are not co-clustered. Clearly, for each pair (i, j),
dΠ(i, j)+ sΠ(i, j) = k.
Minimum Consensus Clustering. We are given a set {π1,π2, . . . , πk} of partitions over universe U and we want to
find a partition π of the elements of U minimizing
∑k
i=1 d(πi,π).
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find a partition π of the elements of U maximizing
∑k
i=1 s(πi,π), called the similarity cost.
Observe that the cost c(π) of a solution π of MINIMUM CONSENSUS CLUSTERING over an instance Π can also
be expressed as:∑
i<j
(
rπ (i, j)dΠ(i, j)+
(
1 − rπ (i, j)
)
sΠ(i, j)
)
. (1)
Analogously, the similarity value v(π) of a solution π of MAXIMUM CONSENSUS CLUSTERING over an instance Π
can be defined as:∑
i<j
(
rπ (i, j)sΠ(i, j)+
(
1 − rπ (i, j)
)
dΠ(i, j)
)
. (2)
Comparing expressions 1 and 2 with the definition of MINIMUM CORRELATION CLUSTERING and MAXIMUM
CORRELATION CLUSTERING, it is easy to see that CONSENSUS CLUSTERING corresponds to CORRELATION CLUS-
TERING with a(i, j) = sΠ(i, j) and b(i, j) = dΠ(i, j).
In what follows we show some properties of a restricted instance of CONSENSUS CLUSTERING consisting exactly
of three partitions: we call this case 3-CONSENSUS CLUSTERING, in short 3CC. We will consider also the restricted
case in which no pair of elements is co-clustered in all three partitions: we call this case MINIMUM RESTRICTED
3-CONSENSUS CLUSTERING, in short MR3CC. A fundamental notion used in the paper and in our reduction is that
of 2-component of an instance Π of 3CC over universe U .
Definition 2.2. Let Π be an instance of 3CC over universe U . A subset X of U such that |X| 2 is a 2-component
of Π if each pair of elements of X is co-clustered in at least two input partitions of Π and X is a maximal subset of U
with such a property.
It is possible to compute efficiently the 2-components of an instance Π of 3CC as shown by the following propo-
sition.
Lemma 2.1. Let Π be an instance of 3-CONSENSUS CLUSTERING, then a subset X ⊆ U , with |X| 2 is a subset of
a 2-component of Π if and only if there exist two sets A, B , with A ∈ πi and B ∈ πj , i = j , πi,πj ∈ Π , and such that
X ⊆ A∩B .
Proof. The if direction is a trivial consequence of the definition of 2-component, hence we can concentrate on the
only if part. First notice that being a subset of a 2-component is a hereditary property, hence if X is not a subset of a
2-component then no superset of X can be a subset of a 2-component.
The proof of the proposition is by induction on n = |X|; clearly if n = 2 the statement holds. Now assume that
the proposition holds for any subset with up to n − 1 elements and let X be the set {x1, x2, . . . , xn}, with n 3. By
inductive hypothesis any subset X1 of X is a subset of a 2-component if and only if X1 is contained in two sets A, B
with A ∈ πi , B ∈ πj .
Assume that X is a subset of a 2-component. Then, by induction each of the two subsets X1 = {x1, x2, . . . , xn−1}
and X2 = {x2, . . . , xn} is contained in two sets of the input partitions. W.l.o.g. X1 is contained in A1 ∩ B1 and X2
is contained in A2 ∩ B2. Since there are three input partitions and X1 ∩ X2 contains at least one element, then there
exists a set C ∈ {A1,B1,B2,A2} such that X1 ⊆ C and X2 ⊆ C, and consequently X ⊆ C, that is X is contained in
a set of at least one of the input partitions. Now if X is contained in a set of two input partitions, then the lemma is
verified. Thus assume to the contrary that X is contained in a set of exactly one of the input partitions. This implies
that the pair (x1, xn) is co-clustered in exactly one input partition, contradicting the assumption that X is a subset of a
2-component. 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1 is that a subset X of U with |X|  2 is a 2-component iff there exist
sets A,B of two partitions such that X = A ∩ B , which in turn implies that C1 ∩ C2 is the intersection of three sets
A,B,C respectively from π1,π2,π3. The 2-components of an instance Π of 3CC have some interesting properties.
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Then exactly one of the partitions in Π has a set A such that X ∪ Y ⊆ A, and there are two sets B1, B2 of different
partitions of Π such that B1 ⊇ X but B1 ⊇ Y and B2 ⊇ X but B2 ⊇ Y .
Proof. Since X is a 2-component, by Lemma 2.1 there must exist two sets A, B1 in different partitions of Π such
that X is subset of A and B1. The same property holds for Y . However since |X ∩ Y |  1 and there are only three
partitions in Π , there is a set in a partition containing both X and Y . Note that if there is more than one set containing
both X and Y , then X ∪ Y is a 2-component, violating the maximality of X and Y . Thus the lemma follows. 
Lemma 2.3. Given an instance Π = {π1,π2,π3} of 3-CONSENSUS CLUSTERING, let X, Y be two 2-components of
Π such that X∩Y = ∅. Then, all elements in X∩Y are co-clustered in three partitions. Moreover, there is at most one
other 2-component Z sharing elements with both X and Y , and in this case X∩Y = X∩Z = Y ∩Z = X∩Y ∩Z = ∅.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, w.l.o.g. we can assume that there exist three subsets A1, A2, A3 of π1, π2 and π3 respectively,
such that X = A1 ∩ A2, and Y = A2 ∩ A3. An immediate consequence is that all elements in X ∩ Y are co-clustered
in three partitions.
Let Z be a 2-component such that Z ∩X = ∅ and Z ∩ Y = ∅. Since Z is distinct from X and Y , by the maximality
of 2-components and by Lemma 2.1, it follows that Z = A1 ∩A3.
Applying the first part of the lemma, we know that all elements in the three sets X ∩ Y , Y ∩ Z, X ∩ Z, are co-
clustered in all three input partitions, that is they are all included in A1, A2, A3, therefore A1 ∩A2 ∩A3 ⊇ (X ∩ Y)∪
(X ∩ Z) ∪ (Y ∩ Z) = ∅. By maximality of 2-components, since all elements in A1 ∩ A2 ∩ A3 are co-clustered in
three input partitions, A1 ∩ A2 ∩ A3 ⊆ X,Y,Z and, a fortiori, A1 ∩ A2 ∩ A3 ⊆ X ∩ Y ∩ Z, hence X ∩ Y ∩ Z ⊇
(X∩Y)∪ (X∩Z)∪ (Y ∩Z). By definition of subset X∩Y ∩Z ⊆ X∩Y , X∩Z, Y ∩Z, hence X∩Y ∩Z = X∩Y =
X ∩Z = Y ∩Z.
It remains to prove that Z is the only 2-component that can possibly share some elements with both X and Y .
Assume to the contrary that there exists another such 2-component W . Applying the first part of the lemma we know
that X∩Y ∩Z = X∩Y = X∩Y ∩W , therefore Z,W ⊇ X∩Y = ∅. Since W must be included in at least two of A1,
A2, A3, assume w.l.o.g. W ⊆ A2,A3. Since Z,W ⊆ A2,A3, the maximality of Z and W is violated. 
Corollary 2.4. Let X, Y , Z be 2-components such that X ∩ Y = X ∩ Z = Y ∩ Z = ∅, then each of X ∪ Y , X ∪ Z,
Y ∪Z is co-clustered in a distinct partition.
Proof. Assume that there is a set of a partition, w.l.o.g. π1, that co-clusters X ∪ Y ∪Z. Then at least two of X, Y , Z
must be co-clustered in one of π2, π3 violating the maximality of 2-components. 
A consequence we have the following fundamental property of the 2-components of an instance of MR3CC.
Corollary 2.5. Let C1,C2 be two 2-components of an instance of MINIMUM RESTRICTED 3-CONSENSUS CLUS-
TERING, then |C1 ∩C2| 1.
A main tool used in the paper is the following graph constructed from the 2-components of an instance of 3-
CONSENSUS CLUSTERING.
Definition 2.3. Let Π be an instance of 3-CONSENSUS CLUSTERING and let C = {C1,C2, . . . ,Cm} be the set of
2-components of Π . Then the component graph associated with Π is the graph Gc = (C,Ec) where (Ci,Cj ) ∈ Ec
iff Ci ∩Cj = ∅.
3. Inapproximability of Consensus Clustering
In this section, we show the inapproximability of 3-CONSENSUS CLUSTERING, in short 3CC. More precisely we
will prove that MR3CC is APX-hard via an L-reduction from the MAXIMUM INDEPENDENT SET problem on cubic
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PENDENT SET problem on cubic graphs is known to be APX-hard [2]. This result implies the same inapproximability
result also for the case of three (generic) input partitions. Next we give the definition of L-reduction [5].
Definition 3.1 (L-reduction). Let π1, π2 be two NPO problems, with cost functions c1, c2 respectively. An L-reduction
from π1 to π2, π1 L π2, is a pair of functions f and g both computable in logarithmic space, such that:
• if x is an instance of π1 with optimum cost OPT(x), then f (x) is an instance of π2 with optimum cost OPT(f (x))
such that OPT(f (x)) αOPT(x), where α is a positive constant;
• if s is a feasible solution of f (x) then g(s) is a feasible solution of x such that |OPT(x) − c1(g(s))| 
β|OPT(f (x))− c2(s)|, where β is a positive constant.
A relevant property of L-reduction is that it preserves approximability. In particular, let π1 and π2 be two NPO
problems such that π2 is in APX and π1 L π2, then also π1 is in APX.
The proof of APX-hardness of MR3CC consists of two separate reductions: the first one is an L-reduction from
the MAXIMUM INDEPENDENT SET problem on cubic graphs to the problem of finding a maximum independent set
on an artificial class of graphs, called gadget graphs, or G-graphs in short, the second reduction is an L-reduction
from the MAXIMUM INDEPENDENT SET problem on G-graphs to MR3CC.
In particular, the second reduction is based on two main steps: the first step consists of proving that a G-graph
associated with a cubic graph is the component graph of an instance of MR3CC, while the second step consists of
relating the size of an independent set of a G-graph to the number of co-clustered pairs in a feasible solution of an
instance of MR3CC whose component graph is exactly the given G-graph.
3.1. Max independent set is APX-hard on G-graphs
Given a cubic graph G = (V ,E), we will associate with G a G-graph G by constructing for each vertex of G a
vertex gadget and for each edge (vi, vj ) ∈ E, an edge gadget connecting the two vertex gadgets associated with vi
and vj . For each vertex vi ∈ V , the vertex gadget VGi is the graph represented in Fig. 1.
Since, in a cubic graph, a vertex vi is adjacent to three edges, the vertex gadget VGi has three vertices,
ci,1, ci,4, ci,12, called docking vertices, each one connecting VGi to another vertex gadget through an edge gadget
associated with an edge incident to vi . We denote by VG(G) the set of vertex gadgets associated with the vertex set of
graph G.
Given two adjacent vertices vi, vj ∈ V and the corresponding vertex gadgets VGi and VGj , respectively, there is
an edge gadget EGi,j associated with the edge (vi, vj ). The edge gadget EGi,j is the graph of 6 vertices joining VGi ,
VGj in two of their docking vertices cik , cjl with k, l ∈ {1,4,12} (see Fig. 2).
Two vertex gadgets are said independent if there is no edge gadget between them; otherwise they are adjacent. It
is easy to note that each vertex gadget VGi has a unique maximum independent set of cardinality 6 ({ci,1, ci,4, ci,5,
ci,8, ci,9, ci,12}) and that all the docking vertices of VGi are part of this set (see Fig. 3). We denote this independent set
of a vertex gadget as type 1. There are two independent sets of VGi having cardinality 5 and no docking vertices, for
example ({ci,2, ci,3, ci,6, ci,10, ci,11}). We denote this independent set of a vertex gadget as type 2. Observe that given
a maximum independent set of G no two adjacent vertex gadgets have both an independent set of type 1. This fact
allows us to relate the sizes of maximum independent sets in cubic graphs and G-graphs. We call an independent set
Fig. 1. A vertex gadget VGi .
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Fig. 3. Maximum Independent Set of a vertex gadgets VGi .
of G a canonical solution if all vertex gadgets have an independent set of type 1 or type 2 and each edge gadget EGi,j
has exactly two of its non-docking vertices in the independent set.
A simple observation on the possible independent sets of an edge gadget EGi,j allows to derive the following
important property.
Observation 3.1. Let G be a G-graph associated with a cubic graph, let EGi,j be an edge gadget incident on vertex
gadgets VGi , VGj and let I be an independent set of G. Then I contains at most 2 vertices of EGi,j that are not
docking vertices, and if both docking vertices of EGi,j (i.e. vertices of the vertex gadgets) are in I , then no other
vertex of EGi,j is in the independent set.
Lemma 3.2. Let G be the G-graph associated with a cubic graph G = (V ,E) and let I be an independent set of G that
is not a canonical solution. Then it is possible to compute in polynomial time a canonical solution of size at least |I |.
Proof. Notice that each vertex gadget has an independent set of size 5 that is of type 2 and does not include the
docking vertices, that is it does not include the vertices of the edge gadget. Therefore for each vertex gadget for which
I does not induce an independent set of type 1 or type 2, replace its independent set with one of type 2. The resulting
independent set is at least as large as the original one.
Let EGi,j be a generic edge gadget. If in I both vertex gadgets VGi and VGj have an independent set of type 1, that
is all their docking vertices are in the independent set I , by Observation 3.1 no other vertex of the edge gadget EGi,j
can be in the independent set I . Let us construct a new independent set I ∗ from I as follows. Update the independent
set of VGi in I so that VGi becomes of type 2 and vertices ci,j,1, ci,j,2 of the edge gadget EGi,j are added to I ∗. It is
immediate to note that |I ∗| = |I |+ 1, as I ∗ contains a type 1 and type 2 independent set of VGi and VGj respectively,
and two vertices for EGi,j , thus 13 vertices, while the former contains two independent sets of type 1, thus 12 vertices.
Applying the above procedure to each edge gadget of G leads to a canonical solution whose size is not smaller
than I . 
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same problem on G-graphs.
Theorem 3.3. Let G = (V ,E) be a cubic graph with |E| = m, |V | = n, and let G be the G-graph associated
with G. Then G has an independent set of size at least h if and only if G has an independent set of size at least
6h+ 5(n− h)+ 2m.
Proof. Let I be an independent set of G, with |I | h. Let Ic be the independent set of G obtained by imposing that
the independent set of the vertex gadget VGi is of type 1 if vi ∈ I , otherwise the independent set of VGi is of type 2.
Moreover assume that each edge gadget has in Ic two vertices that are not docking vertices. By an immediate counting
argument Ic is an independent set of G of size 6h+ 5(n− h)+ 2m.
Now let Ic be an independent set of graph G of size at least 6h+ 5(n− h)+ 2m. First observe that by Lemma 3.2,
we can compute a canonical solution I of size at least |Ic|. Since I is canonical, each edge gadget must have exactly
two non-docking vertices in the independent set I . Hence in I there exist h vertex gadgets with an independent set
of type 1, n − h vertex gadgets with an independent set of type 2. We already know that two adjacent vertex gadgets
cannot both have an independent set of type 1 in I , therefore the set of h vertex gadgets associated with an independent
set of type 1 in I identifies an independent set of G with size h. has an independent set of type 1 in I . 
Since for every cubic graph G = (V ,E), |E| = 32 |V | and there exists an independent set of size at least |V |/4, the
reduction stated in Theorem 3.3 is actually an L-reduction from cubic graphs to the class of G-graphs. Consequently
computing the maximum independent set is APX-hard also for G-graphs.
3.2. Reducing MIS on G-graphs to MR3CC
In this section we build an L-reduction from MIS on G-graphs to MR3CC. The reduction consists of two basic
steps. The first basic step of our second reduction is to build from a G-graph associated with a cubic graph an instance
of MR3CC whose component graph is the given G-graph. Hence, given a G-graph G, we first define the 2-components
for each vertex gadget and for each edge gadget associated with G. Thus we prove in Lemma 3.4 how to construct an
instance Π of MR3CC such that the component graph associated with Π is G.
The second basic step of the reduction relates the size of an independent set in G to the cost of a feasible solution to
the MR3CC instance constructed in the first step from G. More precisely, we will prove that we can focus on a special
class of solutions of MR3CC, called normal solutions, and we will prove various properties of this kind of solutions
that will be useful to establish the relationship between sizes of solutions in the reduction.
In the following, we first associate with each vertex and edge gadget a set of 2-components of a set Π consisting
of three partitions. Consider a vertex gadget VGi and the corresponding 2-components represented in Fig. 4.
Associated with VGi there is a set Π of three partitions over the set Ui = {i1, i2, . . . , i35}. The partitions of Π and
the 2-components are the ones of Fig. 4:
• π1(VGi ) = (ci,1 ∪ ci,2 ∪ ci,4, ci,5 ∪ ci,7, ci,8, ci,11 ∪ ci,12, {i8}, {i9}, {i17}, {i26}, {i27}, {i28}, {i29}),
ci,1 = {i1, i2, i3, i4}
ci,2 = {i1, i5, i6, i7}
ci,3 = {i2, i8, i9, i10}
ci,4 = {i7, i11, i12, i13}
ci,5 = {i10, i14, i15, i16}
ci,6 = {i13, i17, i18, i19}
ci,7 = {i14, i19, i20, i21}
ci,8 = {i18, i22, i23, i24}
ci,9 = {i20, i26, i27, i25}
ci,10 = {i22, i28, i29, i30}
ci,11 = {i25, i31, i32, i33}
ci,12 = {i30, i33, i34, i35}
Fig. 4. A vertex gadget and its 2-components.
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• π3(VGi ) = (ci,2, ci,3 ∪ ci,5, ci,6 ∪ ci,8 ∪ ci,10, ci9 ∪ ci,11, {i3}, {i4}, {i11}, {i12}, {i21}, {i34}, {i35}).
Observe that each set ci,z is a 2-component of Π . Indeed, the elements of each set ci,z are co-clustered by construc-
tion in two partitions. Now consider two sets X, Y of partitions πa , πb respectively, with 1 a < b 3. Observe that
either X ∩ Y = ci,u, with 1 u 12, or X ∩ Y = iv , with 1 v  35, or X ∩ Y = ∅. Now, if X ∩ Y = ci,u, since ci,u
is co-clustered in X and Y with disjoint sets of elements it follows that ci,u is a 2-component. Furthermore, observe
that by construction for each ci,u there are at most two sets X, Y in π1, π2, π3 such that X ∩ Y = ci,u.
Consider ci,1, ci,4, ci,12 the docking vertices of vertex VGi . Note that each of them shares two elements with
some other 2-components of the same vertex gadget, while two elements are not shared with any other 2-component
of the vertex gadgets, let us call these two unshared elements private. In particular the private elements of ci,1 are
i3, i4, those of ci,4 are i11, i12 and those of ci,12 are i34, i35. Denote by di(EGi,j ), dj (EGi,j ) the docking vertices
ci,k , cj,l of the edge gadget EGi,j , where k, l ∈ {1,4,12}. Moreover, denote by p1(di(EGi,j )), p2(di(EGi,j )) the two
private elements of the docking vertex di(EGi,j ). We can then describe the 2-components associated with vertices of
EGi,j . These 2-components are vertices ci,j,1 = {p1(di(EGi,j )), hi,j,1, ei,j,1}, ci,j,2 = {p2(di(EGi,j )), ei,j,2}, cj,i,1 =
{p1(dj (EGi,j )), hi,j,2, ei,j,1} and cj,i,2 = {p2(dj (EGi,j )), ei,j,2}.
We still have to show how to construct the three partitions π1,π2,π3 associated with a G-graph G. Observe that
for each pair VGi , VGj of vertex gadgets, the three partitions we associate with VGi are over a universe set Ui that
is disjoint from the universe set Uj of the three partitions of VGj . Consequently, we can construct three partitions
associated with all vertex gadgets as the union of the partitions for each single gadget. Formally, for each j ∈ {1,2,3},
then πj (VG(G)) =⋃vg∈VG(G) πj (vg). Furthermore, other sets “producing” the 2-components associated with edge
gadgets are appropriately added to the three partitions π1(VG(G)), π2(VG(G)) and π3(VG(G)) to get π1,π2,π3.
The procedure for computing the partitions associated with a G-graph is Algorithm 1, which clearly requires
polynomial time. In Algorithm 1, the procedure Add(π, a,X) computes the partition obtained from π by adding all
elements in X − {a} to the set of π to which a belongs. Observe that at line 10 and 11 we merge two 2-components
and add the resulting set to π3. Indeed consider w.l.o.g. ci,j,1 and cj,i,1. Before line 10, the elements of ci,j,1 are co-
clustered only in a set of partition π1, while they are not co-clustered in π2 (see lines 4–9 of the algorithm). A similar
property holds for cj,i,1, since the elements of cj,i,1 are co-clustered only in a set of partition π2, while they are not
co-clustered in π1 . Now, ci,j,1, cj,i,1 must be contained in a set of π3 and, since ci,j,1 ∩ cj,i,1 = {ei,j,1}, they must
belong to the same set of π3.
Algorithm 1. Reduce(G)
1. Input: a G-graph G
2. For each l = 1 to 3 πl(VG(G)) =⋃vg∈VG(G) πl(vg)
3. For each edge gadget EGi,j incident on VGi and VGj do
4. π1 ← Add(π1,p1(di(EGi,j )), ci,j,1)
5. π1 ← Add(π1,p2(dj (EGi,j )), cj,i,2)
6. add to π1 all elements of ci,j,2 ∪ cj,i,1 as singletons
7. π2 ← Add(π2,p2(di(EGi,j )), ci,j,2)
8. π2 ← Add(π2,p1(dj (EGi,j )), cj,i,1)
9. add to π2 all elements of ci,j,1 ∪ ci,j,2 as singletons
10. π3 ← Add(π3,p1(di(EGi,j )), ci,j,1 ∪ cj,i,1)
11. π3 ← Add(π3,p2(di(EGi,j )), ci,j,2 ∪ cj,i,2)
12. Return(π1,π2,π3)
In Fig. 5 we show vertex gadgets VGi , VGj and edge gadget EGi,j with the corresponding 2-components.
Then, we can show that Algorithm 1 correctly computes an instance of MR3CC.
Lemma 3.4. Let G be a G-graph. Then Algorithm 1 computes a set Π of three partitions π1, π2, π3 such that G is the
component graph of Π , and Π is an instance of MR3CC associated with G.
680 P. Bonizzoni et al. / Journal of Computer and System Sciences 74 (2008) 671–696cj1 = {j1, j2, j3, j4}, cj2 = {j1, j5, j6, j7}, cj3 = {j2, j8, j9, j10}, cj4 = {j7, j11, j12, j13}, cj5 = {j10, j14, j15, j16}, cj6 ={j13, j17, j18, j19}, cj7 = {j14, j19, j20, j21}, cj8 = {j18, j22, j23, j24}, cj9 = {j20, j26, j27, j25}, cj10 = {j22, j28, j29, j30},
cj11 = {j25, j31, j32, j33}, cj12 = {j30, j33, j34, j35} ci,1 = {i1, i2, i3, i4}, ci,2 = {i1, i5, i6, i7}, ci,3 = {i2, i8, i9, i10}, ci,4 ={i7, i11, i12, i13}, ci,5 = {i10, i14, i15, i16}, ci,6 = {i13, i17, i18, i19}, ci,7 = {i14, i19, i20, i21}, ci,8 = {i18, i22, i23, i24}, ci,9 =
{i20, i26, i27, i25}, ci,10 = {i22, i28, i29, i30}, ci,11 = {i25, i31, i32, i33}, ci,12 = {i30, i33, i34, i35} cj,i,1 = {j3, hi,j,2, ei,j,1},
cj,i,2 = {j4, ei,j,2}, ci,j,1 = {i3, hi,j,1, ei,j,1}, ci,j,2 = {i4, ei,j,2}.
Fig. 5. Vertex gadgets VGi ,VGj , edge gadget EGij and the corresponding 2-components.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the number of edge gadgets in G. If G has no edge gadget, the lemma
holds since line 2 of the algorithm builds the correct partitions.
Consider now a component graph G with m edge gadgets; removing the edge gadget EGi,j leads to a component
graph G′ with m− 1 edge gadgets, for which the lemma holds by inductive hypothesis (actually for such a new graph
some docking vertices are not used by any edge gadgets, but this fact is only a minor annoyance). Consequently the
partitions computed by the algorithm are correct, and let π11 , π
1
2 , π
1
3 be such partitions.
Now we analyze the situation after the instructions at lines 4–11. Remember that the docking vertices of EGi,j
are di(EGi,j ) and dj (EGi,j ). By construction the elements in ci,j,1 are co-clustered in π1,π3, and similarly, also the
elements in cj,i,2 are co-clustered in π1, π3. By construction it follows that all the elements in cj,i,1 are co-clustered
in π2, π3 and similarly, also the elements in ci,j,2 are co-clustered in π2, π3.
Note that the only elements of the vertex gadgets that are co-clustered in two partitions with elements of EGi,j
are the private elements of the docking vertices of EGi,j . This fact follows from the observation that at line 9, that is
before the execution of the instructions at line 10 and 11, each private element of a docking vertex is a singleton in π3.
Moreover note that ci,j,1 ∩ cj,i,1 = {ei,j,1} and ci,j,2 ∩ cj,i,2 = {ei,j,2}. Now consider w.l.o.g. the instruction at line 10.
Since ci,j,1 ∩ cj,i,1 = {ei,j,1}, it follows that after adding ci,j,1 ∪ cj,i,1 to π3 there is no element of ci,j,1 \ {ei,j,1}
co-clustered in two partitions with an element cj,i,1 \ {ei,j,1}. Hence ci,j,1, cj,i,1 are maximal and are 2-components.
Similarly, we can prove that ci,j,2 and cj,i,2 are 2-components.
Observe that each 2-component of VGi and VGj is co-clustered with a 2-component of EGi,j in at most one
partition. Hence after the execution of the instructions at lines 4–11 of the algorithm, each 2-component of VGi , VGj
preserves the maximality property and hence it is a 2-component.
Finally note that distinct edge gadgets do not share elements, and thus each iteration of lines 4–11 can be applied
independently to each edge gadget. This fact completes the proof. 
The second basic step of the reduction from the Maximum Independent Set problem on a G-graph G to MR3CC
consists in relating the cost of a feasible solution to the instance of MR3CC associated with G to the 2-components
or vertices of G.
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Π = {π1,π2,π3} of MR3CC associated with a G-graph G can be iteratively modified in polynomial time so that the
resulting solution π∗ is in a special form allowing for an easy identification of an independent set of the G-graph.
In our proofs, given an edge gadget EGi,j , we denote by P(EGi,j ) the set of pairs that are co-clustered in the
2-components ci,j,1, ci,j,2, cj,i,1, cj,i,2. Given an edge gadget VGi , we denote by P(VGi ) the set of pairs that are co-
clustered in the 2-components of VGi , ci,1, ci,2, . . . , ci,12. We are now able to introduce the notion of normal solution;
we will then see that only normal solutions have to be taken into account in all our proofs.
Definition 3.2 (Normal solution). Let π be a solution for an instance Π of MR3CC. Then π is normal if:
(1) each set in π is a (not necessarily proper) subset of a 2-component of the component graph associated with Π ,
(2) for each 2-component C, at most one subset of C is a set in π .
A normal solution π can be described as a collection of disjoint subsets of the 2-components; in fact we will denote
by Sπ(C) the subset of the 2-component C that is a set of the solution π . Whenever possible we will drop the subscript
denoting the normal solution. Notice that some of the sets Sπ(C) can be empty.
A normal solution π is a type (a) solution for the vertex gadget VGi (or VGi is a-induced by π—we will drop the
solution π whenever ambiguities do not arise) if π is a normal solution and the 2-components ci,1, ci,4, ci,5, ci,8, ci,9,
ci,12 are all sets of π . Moreover π is a type (b) solution for the vertex gadget VGi (or VGi is b-induced by π ) if π is
a normal solution and the 2-components ci,2, ci,3, ci,10, ci,11, and one of either ci,6 or ci,7 are all sets of π . A normal
solution π is canonical if each vertex gadget is a-induced or b-induced and π co-clusters exactly 4 pairs of P(EGi,j ),
for each edge gadget. In such case we will also show that the set of a-induced vertex gadgets correspond to a set of
mutually independent vertex gadgets, completing our reduction. The main idea of our proof is that a normal solution
π can induce only a few specific solutions in each vertex gadget, and that a canonical solution can be obtained from
any solution in polynomial time.
Lemma 3.5. Let π be a solution for an instance Π of MR3CC. Then, there exists a normal solution π∗ for Π whose
cost is no greater than the cost of π .
Proof. In the following we will show that Algorithm 2 updates a partition π without ever increasing its cost. This
fact, together with proving that the partition returned by Algorithm 2 is normal, suffices to prove the lemma.
Notice that when line 9 of Algorithm 2 is reached, all sets inD are marked. Since a set can be marked only at line 6,
all sets in D are contained in a 2-component of the input partition. In lines 9–10, all sets that are contained in a same
2-component are merged together, therefore in the final partition no two sets are included in the same 2-component.
Consequently, the partition returned by Algorithm 2 is normal.
Given Π the instance of MR3CC, then the cost of the solution π can be expressed as c(π) =∑i,j∈U cπ(i, j),
where U is the universe set of π and by Eq. (1), cπ (i, j) = dΠ(i, j) if i, j are co-clustered in π or cπ (i, j) = sΠ(i, j)
if i, j are not co-clustered in π . Observe that for each pair (i, j) co-clustered in π and contained in a 2-component of
Π , cπ (i, j) = 1. If i, j are co-clustered in π and are not contained in a 2-component of Π , then cπ (i, j) 2, as the
pair (i, j) is not co-clustered in either 2 or 3 input partitions.
We will begin by analyzing lines 1–8 of Algorithm 2, which proceeds by updating a partition π solution of MR3CC
over instance Π as follows: a set X ∈ π is split into two subsets D and X − D (where D ∈ D is a subset of a
2-component) in lines 5–8; no other part modifies the partition π . Alternatively we can view a single iteration of lines
5–8 of the algorithm as taking some co-clustered pairs and transforming them into not co-clustered pairs, hence the
difference between the costs of the partition before and after the execution of lines 5–8 is due to two sets of pairs of
elements in X, P and P¯ , that are co-clustered before the execution but not after. More precisely P is the set of pairs
of elements in X that are in 2-components and that are co-clustered before the execution but not after, and P¯ is the set
of pairs of elements in X that are not in 2-components and are co-clustered before the execution but not after.
Clearly for each pair (x, y) ∈ P , the cost before the execution is 1 and the cost after the execution is 2, while
for each pair (x, y) ∈ P¯ the reverse is true, that is the cost before the execution is at least 2 and the cost after the
execution is 1, consequently |P¯ | − |P | is a lower bound on the improvement made by a single execution of lines 5–8.
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of the partition.
We are interested only in the executions of lines 5–8 where π is actually modified, that is X is split into two
non-empty sets. Note that for each pair (x, y) ∈ P , there exists a 2-component C of Π containing both x and y. Let
us denote D′ = C ∩ X, moreover w.l.o.g. x ∈ D′ ∩ D and y ∈ D′ − D, since (x, y) ∈ P , and consequently D = D′.
Notice also that D′ ∈D, by construction ofD. Clearly, |D′ ∩D| = 1 by Corollary 2.5 which, together with Lemma 2.3,
immediately implies that (x, y) is the only pair in P containing y.
We claim that for each (x, y) ∈ P there exists a pair (z, y) ∈ P¯ , where z ∈ D−D′. Since (x, y) is the only pair in P
containing y, this fact implies that |P¯ | |P |, as required. We know that x, y ∈ D′, hence |D′| 2, while |D| |D′|,
by the choice of D at line 5 of Algorithm 2. Since D ∩D′ = {x}, there exists z ∈ D −D′. It is immediate to note that
(z, y) ∈ P¯ , hence we have not increased the cost of the partition. Also notice that, by construction, each set of π is
included in some 2-component.
We have to prove that lines 9–10 do not increase the cost of π . The effect of lines 9–10 is to co-cluster some pairs
that were previously not co-clustered. All such pairs are contained in the same 2-component, therefore the total cost
is not increased. 
Algorithm 2. Proof of Lemma 3.5
1. Input: a solution π , C ← set of 2-components of Π
2. While there exists an unmarked X ∈ π do
3. D← {C ∩X: C ∈ C ∧C ∩X = ∅}
4. While D = ∅ do
5. D ← the set in D of maximum size
6. Mark D and add it to π
7. X ← X \D
8. Update D← {C ∩X: C ∈ C ∧C ∩X = ∅}
//Equivalently D← {XD \D: XD ∈D ∧XD \D = ∅}
9. ForEach 2-component C
10. Merge all sets of π that are contained in C
11. Return π
Let us recall that the cost c(π) of an optimal solution π of MR3CC is given by Eq. (1), where 0 sΠ(i, j) 2.
Recall that rπ (i, j) = 1 if elements i and j are co-clustered in the solution π , rπ (i, j) = 0 otherwise. From (1) the
cost of a solution π , c(π) =∑i<j sΠ(i, j)+∑i<j rπ (i, j)(dΠ(i, j)− sΠ(i, j)). First, observe that the term sΠ(i, j)
in c(π) does not depend from π . For a normal solution to a MR3CC instance, rπ (i, j) = 1 implies sΠ(i, j) = 2 and
dΠ(i, j) = 1. Hence the cost of a normal solution c(π) is equal to ∑i<j sΠ(i, j) − |{(i, j): i < j and rπ (i, j) = 1}|.
By Lemma 3.5 there is always an optimal normal solution π , consequently, the cost c(π) is minimized when is
maximized the number of co-clustered pairs in π . We say that a normal solution π covers a 2-component C, or has a
2-component C, if C ∈ π .
Lemma 3.6. Given a component graph Gc associated with an instance Π = {π1,π2,π3} of MR3CC, let π be a
normal solution and let C be the set of 2-components of Π covered by π . Then C is an independent set of Gc.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that π covers two 2-components C1 and C2 of Π corresponding to adjacent vertices of
graph Gc. Then, by construction of the graph Gc , C1 and C2 share a common element, contradicting the assumption
that π is a partition. 
The following propositions (up to Lemma 3.15) regard constant-size structures, such as vertex and edge gadgets,
and can be verified by enumerating all possibilities. Nonetheless we will give the formal proofs in order to provide
some insights on the reduction.
For simplicity’s sake, we assume in the following that Π is an instance of MR3CC associated with a G-graph.
Moreover, we denote by Πi = {π1(VGi ), π2(VGi ), π3(VGi )} the partitions induced in Π by the vertex gadget VGi .
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Lemma 3.7. Given Π and a vertex gadget VGi , let cx , cy , cz be 2-components of Πi such that cy , cz are the only
2-components adjacent to cx . Let π be a normal solution for instance Πi , then the following two properties hold:
(1) if π does not cover any of cx , cy , cz, then there exists a normal solution π ′ for Πi that covers cx and π ′ co-clusters
more pairs than π ;
(2) if π covers cy and does not cover cx and cz, then there exists a normal solution π ′ that covers cx and π ′ co-
clusters at least as many pairs than π .
Proof. Recall that, given a 2-component cx , we denote by Sπ(cx) the subset of the 2-component cx that is a set of the
solution π . By definition of normal solution, cx − (cy ∪ cz) ⊆ Sπ(cx). Moreover by Corollary 2.5 the sets cx ∩ cy and
cx ∩ cz consist of one element each, let us denote by xy and xz respectively such elements. Since cx is not covered
in π , at least one of xy and xz does not belong to Sπ(cx). W.l.o.g. we can assume that xy /∈ Sπ(cx).
In what follows we will build from π a new normal solution π ′ that covers cx , by moving elements xy and xz in
Sπ(cx), if they do not already belong to Sπ(cx).
First let us prove statement (1) of the lemma, that is assume that π does not cover cx , cy , cz. If xz /∈ Sπ(cx), since
we have assumed that xy /∈ Sπ(cx), clearly |Sπ(cx)| = 2. Since xz /∈ Sπ(cx), xz ∈ Sπ(cz) and |Sπ(cz)| = 3 as cz is
not covered by π and π is normal. Therefore eventually moving xz into Sπ ′(cx) does not decrease the number of
co-clustered pairs, since |Sπ ′(cx)| = 3 and |Sπ ′(cz)| = 2. Consequently we can assume that xz ∈ Sπ(cx).
Since xy /∈ Sπ(cx), there are 3 co-clustered pairs in Sπ(cx), as |Sπ(cx)| = 3, while xy belongs to the set Sπ(cy).
Since cy is not covered by π , it follows that |Sπ(cy)| = 3 and there are 3 co-clustered pairs in Sπ(cy). Now, move
xy into Sπ ′(cx). It follows that |Sπ ′(cx)| = 4 and hence there are 6 co-clustered pairs in Sπ ′(cx), while |Sπ ′(cy)| = 2
and hence there is 1 co-clustered pairs in Sπ ′(cy) Thus the resulting solution covers cx and increases the number of
co-clustered pairs.
Now let us prove statement (2), that is assume that π covers cy . If xz /∈ Sπ(cx), then move xz into Sπ ′(cx). Since
cz is not covered in π , the element xz is co-clustered with at most two other elements of cz, while |Sπ(cx)| = 2. It
follows immediately that moving xz into Sπ ′(cx) does not decrease the number of co-clustered pairs. Now move xy
into Sπ ′(cx). Clearly xy in π is co-clustered with three other elements, since cy is covered by π . Similarly, xy in
Sπ ′(cx) is co-clustered with three other elements of cx , implying that moving xy into Sπ ′(cx) does not decrease the
number of co-clustered pairs. The resulting partition π ′ covers cx , hence completing the proof. 
Lemma 3.8. Given Π and a vertex gadget VGi which is a-induced by the normal solution π , π co-clusters 41 pairs
of P(VGi ).
Proof. All normal type (a) solutions for VGi have the following sets, by definition of a-induced and of normal solu-
tion: ci,1, ci,4, ci,5, ci,8, ci,9, ci,12, ci,2 \ (ci,1 ∪ ci,4), ci,3 \ (ci,1 ∪ ci,5), ci,6 \ (ci,4 ∪ ci,8), ci,7 \ (ci,5 ∪ ci,6 ∪ ci,9), ci,10 \
(ci,8 ∪ci,12), ci,11 \ (ci,9 ∪ci,12). It is immediate to notice that the number of co-clustered pairs is 6 ·6+5 ·1 = 41. 
Observe that there is a clear relationship between an a-induced vertex gadget and a type 1 independent set for VGi .
Indeed, a type 1 independent set of VGi consists of nodes ci,1, ci,4, ci,5, ci,8, ci,9, ci,12: these are precisely the 2-
components that are covered by π .
Now we have to analyze the structure of b-induced vertex gadgets. Let π be a normal solution over instance Π .
For each docking vertex d of VGi , if both private elements of d are in Sπ(d(VGi )), that is they are co-clustered in π ,
we will say that π is strict for d . If all the docking vertices of a vertex gadget VGi are strict in a solution π , we say
that π is strict for VGi . A solution π is strict type (b) for VGi (respectively strict type (a) for VGi ) if VGi is b-induced
(respectively a-induced) in π and all the docking vertices of VGi are strict.
Lemma 3.9. Given Π , a vertex gadget VGi , and a normal solution π that is strict type (b) for VGi , the number of
pairs of P(VGi ) co-clustered in π is equal to 40.
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is a set of π . Assume first that ci,6 is a set of π . Then, the subsets of the 2-components of VGi that are also sets
of π must be ci,1 \ (ci,2 ∪ ci,3), ci,4 \ (ci,2 ∪ ci,6), ci,5 \ ci,3, ci,7 \ (ci,5 ∪ ci,6 ∪ ci,9), ci,8 \ (ci,6 ∪ ci,10), ci,9 \ ci,11,
ci,12 \ (ci,10 ∪ ci,11). It is immediate to verify that the number of co-clustered pairs is 40. The case π contains set ci,7
instead of ci,6 is symmetric to the above one and thus lemma holds for every strict type (b) solution π for VGi . 
Lemma 3.10. Given Π , a vertex gadget VGi , and a normal solution π , if the 2-components ci,1 and ci,12 are not both
covered by π , then π is not optimal for Πi .
Proof. Let us recall that by Lemma 3.6 the set of 2-components covered by a normal solution π must correspond to
an independent set of graph VGi . We prove the lemma in the case π does not cover ci,1, as indeed by construction
of the vertex gadget this case is symmetric to the one Π does not contain ci,12. In the following, first we show that
we can construct from π a normal solution π1 that covers ci,1, ci,4, ci,5 and co-clusters more pairs than that of π .
Then we show that we can construct a normal solution π ′ that is a type (a) solution (that is π ′ covers 2-components
{ci,1, ci,4, ci,5, ci,8, ci,9, ci,12}) and co-clusters at least as many pairs as π1.
Let us first show that we can construct from π a normal solution π1 that covers ci,1, ci,4 and ci,5. The following
two cases must be considered.
Case (1). Assume that given triple ci,2, ci,4 and ci,6, π covers both ci,2 and ci,6. Clearly, this fact implies that ci,7
cannot be covered by π and thus either ci,5 is just covered by π or otherwise by applying statement (2) of Lemma 3.7
we construct π1 that covers ci,5 and is of cost not worst than that of π .
Then, by applying statement (1) of Lemma 3.7 to triple ci,1, ci,3 and ci,2 of π1 we improve the solution in such a
way that it covers ci,1, but does not cover ci,2 and ci,4. Consequently, by applying statement (2) of Lemma 3.7 this
time to triple ci,2, ci,4 and ci,6, we obtain a normal solution π1 that covers both ci,4 and ci,5 and which co-clusters
more pairs than that of π , as required.
Case (2). Assume that given triple ci,2, ci,4 and ci,6, π covers at most one of ci,2 and ci,6. Now, if given triple ci,3,
ci,5, ci,7, π covers both ci,3 and ci,7, symmetrically to case (1) we can built a normal solution π1 which co-clusters
more pairs than that of π and covers ci,1, ci,4 and ci,5, as required. Thus assume that π covers at most one of ci,3 and
ci,7. Thus, by applying statement (2) of Lemma 3.7 twice, first to triple ci,2, ci,4, ci,6 and then to the triple ci,3, ci,5,
ci,7, we obtain a normal solution π1 that covers both ci,4 and ci,5 and co-clusters at least as many pairs as π . Thus let
us consider the normal solution π1 that covers the 2-components ci,4, ci,5. Statement (1) of Lemma 3.7 can be applied
to triple ci,1, ci,2 and ci,3 so that π1 is a normal solution that covers ci,1, ci,4, ci,5 and which co-clusters more pairs
than that of π , as required.
Now, having a normal solution π1 that covers ci,1, ci,4 and ci,5, since ci,6 and ci,7 are not covered by π1, again by
applying Lemma 3.7 to the two triples ci,6, ci,8, ci,10 and ci,7, ci,9, ci,11, we can obtain a solution π ′ so that it covers
ci,8 and ci,9 and co-clusters at least as many pairs as π1. Similarly, since ci,10, ci,11 are not covered by π ′, by applying
Lemma 3.7 we can modify π ′ so that it also covers ci,12 without decreasing the number of co-clustered pairs.
Since π ′ is a type (a) solution and it co-clusters more pairs than that of π , it follows that π contains at most 40
pairs. This fact concludes the proof. 
Lemma 3.11. Given Π , a vertex gadget VGi , and a normal solution π , if π is optimal for Πi , then VGi is a-induced
in π .
Proof. Lemma 3.10 shows that any optimal solution for Πi must cover the 2-components ci,1 and ci,12. Repeatedly
applying Lemma 3.7, it is easy to show that all optimal solution must cover also ci,4, ci,5, ci,8, ci,9, thus concluding
the proof. 
Lemma 3.12. Given Π , a normal solution π , and a vertex gadget VGi , if π is not strict for VGi then the number of
pairs of P(VGi ) co-clustered in π is at most 40 minus the number of docking vertices of VGi for which π is not strict.
Proof. The proof consists of modifying π so that the resulting solution π ′ is strict for VGi , and analyzing the differ-
ences between the original and the final solution. For each non-strict docking vertex d of VGi (with respect to π ), move
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vertex, and π is a normal solution, in π at least one of the private elements belongs to a set that is not a 2-component
of VGi . Therefore |Sπ ′(d)| > |Sπ(d)|. Notice that if v is a non-docking vertex of VGi , then Sπ ′(v) = Sπ(v), hence
the number of pairs of P(VGi ) that are co-clustered in π ′ but not in π is at least as large as the number of non-strict
docking vertices of VGi in π .
Consequently if π ′ co-clusters at most 40 pairs of P(VGi ), the lemma follows. By Lemmas 3.8, 3.11, if π ′ co-
clusters more than 40 pairs of P(VGi ), then VGi is a-induced in π ′ which in turn implies that 41 pairs of P(VGi )
are co-clustered in π ′ and |Sπ ′(d)| = 4 for all docking vertices d . Consequently the number of P(VGi ) that are co-
clustered in π ′ but not in π is at least three times the number of non-strict docking vertices of VGi in π , hence the
lemma follows. 
If π ′ in the proof of Lemma 3.12 is b-induced, then we are able to give a better measure of the number of pairs of
P(VGi ) co-clustered by π ′, as shown in the following corollary which follows from Lemma 3.9.
Corollary 3.13. Given Π , a normal solution π , and a vertex gadget VGi b-induced by π , then the number of pairs of
P(VGi ) co-clustered in π is exactly 40 minus the number of docking vertices of VGi for which π is not strict.
The main idea of the following part of the reduction consists of showing that we can restrict ourselves only to
normal solutions π , where each vertex gadget VGi is either a-induced or b-induced. This fact can be proved by
modifying in polynomial time any normal solution π into a canonical solution π ′ without decreasing the number of
co-clustered pairs.
Notice that the pairs assigned of P(EGi,j ) which can be co-clustered in normal solution (that is, pairs that are
included in a 2-component of EGi,j ) are: (j3, hi,j,2), (ei,j,1, j3), (hi,j,2, ei,j,1), (j4, ei,j,2), (i3, hi,j,1), (ei,j,1, i3),
(hi,j,1, ei,j,1), (i4, ei,j,2). Observe that, since ci,j,1 and cj,i,1 share an element, any solution π can cover at most
one of ci,j,1 and cj,i,1. Similarly, π can cover at most one of ci,j,2 and cj,i,2 and at most five pairs of P(EGi,j ) are
co-clustered in π .
Lemma 3.14. Given Π , two adjacent vertex gadgets VGi and VGj and a normal solution π that is strict for both
docking vertices di(EGi,j ), dj (EGi,j ), then π co-clusters at most one pair of P(EGi,j ).
Proof. Since di(EGi,j ), dj (EGi,j ) are strict, their private elements belongs to Sπ(di(EGi,j )), Sπ(dj (EGi,j )), there-
fore the only co-clustered pairs of P(EGi,j ) co-clustered in π might be (hi,j,2, ei,j,1) and (hi,j,1, ei,j,1). Since those
pairs share element ei,j,1 and are not subset of a same 2-component, only one of those pairs can be co-clustered in a
normal solution. 
Lemma 3.15. Given Π , two adjacent vertex gadgets VGi and VGj and a normal solution π that co-clusters 5 pairs
of P(EGi,j ), then π is not strict for neither di(EGi,j ), nor dj (EGi,j ).
Proof. By Lemma 3.14, at most one of di(EGi,j ) and dj (EGi,j ) is strict. Assume that dj (EGj,i ) is strict, then the only
pairs of P(EGi,j ) that might be co-clustered in π are (hi,j,2, ei,j,1), (i3, hi,j,1), (ei,j,1, i3), (hi,j,1, ei,j,1), (i4, ei,j,2).
Since (hi,j,2, ei,j,1) and (hi,j,1, ei,j,1) share element ei,j,1 and are not subset of a same 2-component, only one of these
can be co-clustered in a normal solution, contradicting the assumption that π co-clusters 5 pairs of P(EGi,j ). 
Lemma 3.16. Given Π , two adjacent vertex gadgets VGi and VGj and a normal solution π , it is possible to compute
in polynomial time a normal solution π ′ so that:
(1) π ′ is of type (b) or type (a) for both vertices VGi and VGj and is of type (b) for at least one vertex of VGi and
VGj ,
(2) π ′ co-clusters exactly four pairs of P(EGi,j ),
(3) π ′ is strict for exactly one of the docking vertices of EGi,j ,
(4) π ′ co-clusters at least as many pairs as π .
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define a type (a) solution for VGi in π ′. By Lemma 3.11 a type (a) solution co-clusters the maximum number of pairs
of P(VGi ), therefore π ′ co-clusters at least as many pairs of P(VGi ) as π .
If π is not strict for VGi , by Lemma 3.12 the number of pairs of P(VGi ) co-clustered by π is at most 40 minus the
number of docking vertices of VGi that are not strict in π .
Define a type (b) solution for VGi in π ′ so that a docking vertex of VGi is strict in π ′ iff is strict in π . Since by
Corollary 3.13 the number of pairs of P(VGi ) co-clustered by a type (b) solution is 40 minus the number of docking
vertices of VGi , then π ′ co-clusters at least as many pairs of P(VGi ) as π .
Notice that by construction, each vertex gadget is either a-induced or b-induced in π ′ as required in statement (1)
of the lemma. Observe that, for each edge gadget EGi,j , the pairs of P(EGi,j ) are unaffected by construction of π ′.
Let us now modify π ′ so that it is not strict type (b) for exactly one of the two vertices VGi and VGj and is strict for
exactly one of the docking vertices of EGi,j . Hence statements (2) and (3) of the lemma hold, while π ′ still co-clusters
at least as many pairs as π .
Now consider an edge gadget EGi,j , we will consider three cases depending on the number of strict docking
vertices of EGi,j .
Assume first that both docking vertices di(EGi,j ), dj (EGi,j ) are strict, then we have to distinguish two subcases.
Recall that di(EGi,j ) is the docking vertex shared by VGi and EGi,j . If one of VGi , VGj is b-induced in π ′, assume
w.l.o.g. that VGi is b-induced. In π ′ make the 2-components ci,j,1 and ci,j,2 covered, eventually moving the elements
of ci,j,1 and ci,j,2 from their sets in π ′. Notice that π ′ co-clusters four pairs of P(EGi,j ), while the number of strict
vertices of VGi in π ′ is equal to that in π minus one, as di(EGi,j ) is no more strict in π ′. Applying Corollary 3.13 we
obtain that π ′ co-clusters more pairs than π , while noticing that dj (EGi,j ) is unaffected we obtain that dj (EGi,j ) is
the only strict docking vertex of EGi,j .
The second subcase holds when both VGi , VGj are a-induced in π ′. Modify π ′ so that VGi is strict b-induced. By
applying Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9 the number of co-clustered pairs of P(VGi ) is decreased by one. Now VGi is b-induced
and we can follow the same argument of the first subcase. The overall effect is that the number of co-clustered pairs
is not decreased, completing the analysis of the case where both docking vertices are strict.
Assume now that no docking vertex of EGi,j is strict. By construction both VGi and VGj are b-induced. Modify
π ′ so that ci,j,1 and ci,j,2 are covered and the docking vertex dj (EGi,j ) shared between VGj and EGi,j is strict.
Notice that now four pairs of P(EGi,j ) are co-clustered in π ′. Indeed by Lemma 3.15, since at least one docking
vertex of EGi,j is strict, at most four pairs of P(EGi,j ) are co-clustered in π ′, while previously at most five pairs of
P(EGi,j ) were co-clustered. At the same time the number of strict docking vertices of VGj is increased by one. By
Corollary 3.13 the overall effect is that the number of co-clustered pairs in π ′ is at least as large as that in π .
W.l.o.g. the last case we have to consider is when dj (EGi,j ) is strict but di(EGi,j ) is not. In such case modify π ′
so that ci,j,1 and ci,j,2 are covered. Notice that now four pairs of P(EGi,j ) are co-clustered. By Lemma 3.15, at most
four pairs of P(EGi,j ) are co-clustered in π , completing the proof. 
Recall that a normal solution satisfying Lemma 3.16 is called canonical.
Corollary 3.17. Let π be a canonical solution for Π . Then no two a-induced vertex gadgets are adjacent.
The following corollary, which establishes the number of co-clustered pairs in a canonical solution, is an immediate
consequence of Lemmas 3.8 and 3.16, Corollary 3.13 and the observation that the number of non-strict docking
vertices is equal to m.
Corollary 3.18. Let π be a canonical solution for Π , such that h vertex gadgets are a-induced and n − h vertex
gadgets are b-induced by π . Then π co-clusters 41h+ 40(n− h)+ 3m pairs.
Given a normal solution π∗ with at least 41h + 40(n − h) + 3m pairs, by Corollary 3.17 it is easy to find in
polynomial time a set of h independent vertex gadgets in the G-graph. The proof of the L-reduction is completed by
noting that the cost of a solution is strictly related by a constant to the number of pairs in the solution and parameters
n,h, where n is related to h by a constant (n is the number of vertices in a cubic graph).
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is a solution π of the associated instance of MR3CC with 41k + 40(n− k)+ 3m co-clustered pairs, where n, m and
k are respectively the number of vertex gadgets, the number of edge gadgets and the number of mutually independent
vertex gadgets.
Proof. Let I be an independent set of G with cardinality 6k+ 5(n− k)+ 2m. By construction of G, there are k vertex
gadgets with an independent set of type 1 and n − k vertex gadgets with an independent set of type 2. Since an edge
gadget does not connect two vertex gadgets with an independent set of type 1, there exists a canonical solution π∗
of MR3CC having a type (a) solution for vertex gadgets with an independent set of type 1, a type (b) solution for
vertex gadgets with an independent set of type 2 and covering two 2-components associated with each edge gadget.
By Corollary 3.18 the number of co-clustered pairs in π∗ is 41k + 40(n− k)+ 3m.
Now consider a solution π of MR3CC with 41k + 40(n − k) + 3m co-clustered pairs. By Lemma 3.16 we can
assume that π is a canonical solution. Moreover by Corollary 3.18, there are k vertex gadgets of G that are a-induced
in π . Since π is canonical such a-induced vertex gadgets are mutually non-adjacent, by Corollary 3.17. We can
construct an independent set I of G simply assigning a type 1 independent set to each vertex gadget that is a-induced
in π ′, assigning a type 2 independent set to each vertex gadget that is b-induced in π ′, and assigning two vertices for
each edge gadget.
Since the set of 2-components covered by π ′ must form an independent set of G by Lemma 3.6, we have built an
independent set consisting of 6k + 5(n− k)+ 2m covered 2-components. 
4. The PTAS
In this section, we will present two closely related polynomial-time approximation schemes, one for the MAX-
IMUM CORRELATION CLUSTERING problem when the ratio between the maximum and the minimum weights is
upper bounded by a constant, while the second PTAS is for the MAXIMUM CONSENSUS CLUSTERING problem.
Both algorithms are based on the smooth polynomial programming technique of [3], but they are not straightforward
applications of the technique.
We will briefly recall the relevant material from this paper, rephrased to take into account maximization problems
instead of minimization. A c-smooth polynomial integer program (or PIP) over variables x1, . . . , xm is a problem of
the form:
maximize p0(x1, . . . , xm),
subject to lj  pj (x1, . . . , xm) uj ,
xi ∈ {0,1} for 1 i m, (3)
where each pj is an m-variate polynomial of maximum degree d , and coefficients of each degree- monomial (term)
are in the interval [−cmd−, cmd−]. Let opt denote the optimal value of a PIP. The fundamental result that we
will use, Theorem 1.10 of [3], asserts that, for each δ1 > 0, there exists an approximation algorithm that, in time
O(mδ
−2
1 ), computes a 0/1 assignment 〈y1, . . . , ym〉 to the variables 〈x1, . . . , xm〉 of a c-smooth PIP whose value is
at least opt − δ1md . Moreover the assignment 〈y1, . . . , ym〉 satisfies each linear constraint within an additive error of
O(δ1
√
n logn). Notice that 〈y1, . . . , ym〉 is not necessarily a feasible solution, therefore applying Theorem 1.10 of
[3] as a black box in not sufficient to describe an approximation algorithm, since we have to ensure that the solution
computed is feasible.
We are now ready for describing our algorithm for MAXIMUM CORRELATION CLUSTERING recalling that the
value of a partition π is∑
e=(i,j)
(
a(i, j)rπ (i, j)+ b(i, j)
(
1 − rπ (i, j)
))
,
where rπ (i, j) = 1 if and only if the elements i and j are co-clustered in π and rπ (i, j) = 0 otherwise. Since we are
interested only in instances where the ratio maxi,j {a(i, j), b(i, j)}/mini,j {a(i, j), b(i, j)} is at most a constant, it is
not restrictive to assume that mini,j {a(i, j), b(i, j)} = 1 and maxi,j {a(i, j), b(i, j)} is equal to a constant wmax.
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(where n is the number of elements in V ). By this fact, it follows that an approximation algorithm with additive error
δn2 is a (1+ δ
c
) approximation algorithm for a fixed constant c, which proves the existence of a PTAS for the problem.
Notice that Theorem 1.10 of [3] guarantees a δ1md additional error, therefore there are two possibilities: either we
describe MAXIMUM CORRELATION CLUSTERING as a linear PIP with m = O(n2) variables, or as a quadratic PIP
with m = O(n) variables. We will follow the latter route. The simplest formulation uses variables xi,j whose value is
1 if and only if the ith element is in the j th set of the partition, consequently the quantity
∑
t xi,t xj,t is equal to 1 if
and only if the ith and the j th element are in the same set of the partition, otherwise it is equal to 0. The constraints
in our PIP must enforce that any 0/1 assignment to the variables leads to a partition, that is each element belongs to
exactly one set of the partition. The formulation follows:
maximize
∑
i,j
(
ai,j
∑
t
xi,t xj,t + bi,j
(
1 −
∑
t
xi,t xj,t
))
,
subject to
∑
t
xi,t = 1 for 1 i  n,
xi,t ∈ {0,1}. (4)
A step of the algorithm described in [3] consists of setting each variable xi,t to 0 or 1 independently and randomly
with probability x˜i,t , where each x˜i,t is computed by optimally solving a certain linear program. Unfortunately this
fact does not guarantee that the resulting 0/1 solution is feasible because each constraint might be violated, albeit
by a small quantity. Exploiting the structure of the constraints can lead to guaranteeing the feasibility of the 0/1
solution; such approach has been pioneered in [4] and refined in [12] for a set of linear constraints very similar to
ours. Here we follow the idea of the latter paper, by choosing the values of xi,j in a dependent way; more precisely
with probability x˜i,t , all variables xi,j , except for xi,t , are set to 0, and the variable xi,t is set to 1. With this modified
randomized rounding algorithm it is possible to prove that Theorem 1.10 of [3] holds and the resulting 0/1 solution
actually encodes a partition.
Now that we have guaranteed that the solution is a partition, we can concentrate on the error produced by the
algorithm. Since the above PIP is quadratic, in order to have an additive error O(n2), it is necessary to have O(n)
variables. Unfortunately there may be Θ(n) sets in the partition and therefore there may be Θ(n2) variables of the
form xi,j , therefore it is necessary to formulate a similar PIP with O(n) variables. The next step is to show that
considering only partitions with at most 8wmax/δ2 sets suffices, as the optimum over partitions with at most 8wmax/δ2
sets is within an additive error δ2n2 of the optimal unrestricted partition.
Lemma 4.1. Let Π be an optimal solution of an instance I of MAXIMUM CORRELATION CLUSTERING and let
δ2 > 0 be an arbitrary constant. Then there exists a solution Π1 of I with at most 8wmax/δ2 (i.e. a constant) number
of sets, and such that the values of Π and of Π1 differ by at most δ2n2.
Proof. Notice that the quantity δ2/4wmax is a constant. Classify the sets in Π into large sets (containing more than
δ2n/4wmax elements) and small sets (containing at most δ2n/4wmax elements). It is immediate to note that merging
two small sets gives a set of at most δ2n/2wmax elements. Initially let Π1 = Π . Repeatedly merge two small sets in
Π1 until at most one small set remains in Π1. When the above procedure ends, in Π1 there is at most one small set.
Remember that large sets have at least δ2n/4wmax elements, therefore in Π1 there are at most 4wmax/δ2 large sets.
Now we can show that the value of Π is close to that of Π1. Since all sets in Π1 are union of sets in Π all co-
clustered pairs in Π are also co-clustered in Π1, therefore the only pairs that can be clustered differently in Π and in
Π1 are pairs entirely contained in a set in Π1 − Π . Let X be a set Π1 − Π : in the worst case all pairs of elements
in X are clustered differently in Π1 and Π . By construction of Π1, |X| δ2n/2wmax, therefore the number of pairs
contained in X are at most δ22n
2/8w2max, each one with maximum weight wmax. Since there are at most 4wmax/δ2 +1
8wmax/δ2 sets in Π1 − Π , the difference of the values of Π and Π1 is at most wmax(δ22n2/8w2max)(8wmax/δ2) =
δ2n2. 
Clearly the PIP in Eq. (4) is also a formulation for the restriction of MAXIMUM CORRELATION CLUSTERING
where the number of sets in the computed partition is at most 8wmax/δ2; in fact it suffices to have only the variables
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the variables xi,j with additional error at most δ2n2 for such restriction. By Lemma 4.1 we know that the optimum of
the restricted problem is within an additive error of δ1n2 of the optimum of MAXIMUM CORRELATION CLUSTERING.
Summing up the two additional errors, and setting δ1 + δ2 = 	 leads to an overall additional error 	n2 for MAXIMUM
CORRELATION CLUSTERING.
The PTAS similar to the one described above can be applied also to the problem of MAXIMUM CONSENSUS
CLUSTERING where we are given a set {π1,π2, . . . , πk} of partitions over universe U , where k is unbounded and
part of the input, and we want to find a partition π of the elements of U maximizing
∑k
i=1 s(πi,π), where s(·,·)
is the similarity value of two partitions. The problem is a restriction of MAXIMUM CORRELATION CLUSTERING,
where the coefficient a(i, j) is the number of input partitions where i and j are co-clustered, and b(i, j) = k−a(i, j).
Unfortunately the PTAS for MAXIMUM CORRELATION CLUSTERING cannot be applied directly, as the ratio between
the maximum and the minimum of the coefficients ai,j , bi,j may not be upper bounded by any constant, e.g. when a
pair is co-clustered in no input partition the minimum ai,j is zero; in such case the PIP in (4) is not c-smooth for any
constant c.
Notice that the optimal solution value for the problem is Θ(kn2). To see this, let us consider two solutions,
C1 and C2, where C1 corresponds to a partition consisting of only one set and C2 consists of the partition of the
universe set into singletons. The sum of the values of C1 and C2 is exactly k
(
n
2
)
, and therefore the best of C1 and C2
has value at least k2
(
n
2
)
. Consequently finding a feasible solution with additive error at most 	kn2 suffices to obtain a
PTAS.
The first step is to discretize the coefficients by rounding them to a multiple of k/d (for some constant d that will
be determined later). More specifically, we pose a′i,j = ai,j d/k · k/d and b′i,j = k − a′i,j . Now we must estimate the
additional error introduced when replacing the coefficients ai,j and bi,j with a′i,j , b′i,j . It is immediate to notice that
|ai,j − a′i,j | k/d . Therefore, a crude estimate of the overall error gives at most 1d kn2.
The resulting PIP is not c-smooth for any constant c, as the coefficients of the objective function are unbounded.
Hence, we need to divide all the coefficients by k/d , and set a′′i,j = a′i,j d/k and b′′i,j = b′i,j d/k. Notice that all the
coefficients a′′i,j and b′′i,j belong to the set {0,1, . . . , d}. Now we can present our PIP:
maximize
∑
i,j
(
a′′i,j
∑
t
xi,t xj,t + b′′i,j
(
1 −
∑
t
xi,t xj,t
))
,
subject to
∑
t
xi,t = 1 for 1 i  n,
xi,t ∈ {0,1}. (5)
Just as in the case of MAXIMUM CORRELATION CLUSTERING, we have to limit the number of sets in the output
partition to be at most 8d/δ2 (d is an upper bound of maxi,j {a′′i,j , b′′i,j }). Analogously as in Lemma 4.1, this restriction
introduces an additive error not larger than δ2n2. Therefore, applying Theorem 1.10 of [3] with the modified random-
ized rounding to obtain a 0/1 assignment to the variables xi,j , we obtain a solution with additive error (δ1 + δ2)n2.
Re-scaling back to the coefficients a′i,j , b′i,j yields a solution for the MAXIMUM CONSENSUS CLUSTERING problem
on coefficients a′i,j and b′i,j with an additive error at most
(δ1+δ2)
d
kn2.
Adding the above error to the one introduced by rounding the coefficients ai,j , bi,j to a′i,j , b′i,j gives an overall
additive error (δ1+δ2)
d
kn2 + 1
d
kn2 = (δ1+δ2+1)
d
kn2. Since we want an additive error at most 	kn2 and δ1, δ2 are two
arbitrarily small constants, setting d = 3
	
leads to an overall additive error of (δ1+δ2+1)3 	kn
2  	kn2. This completes
the construction of the PTAS.
5. A 45 -approximation algorithm for max Consensus Clustering
In this section, we present a combinatorial 45 -approximation algorithm for MAX CONSENSUS CLUSTERING on
instances of 3 partitions (MAX-3CC). Note that for MIN CONSENSUS CLUSTERING on instances of 3 partitions, the
trivial approximation algorithm that picks the input partition that minimizes the symmetric difference distance has
approximation factor 3 . Indeed, the symmetric difference distance d(π1,π2) is a metric which immediately leads to4
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-approximation via the center-star technique (see [15] for an application of the technique). An instance of
MAX-3CC consists of a set of partitions Π = {π1,π2,π3} over universe U . In what follows, given a set X, we use
P(X) to denote the set of all pairs of elements over X. The algorithm constructs a partition by selecting 2-components
(i.e. co-clustered pairs), using a greedy technique, from a component graph built from the input instance.
Algorithm 3. GREEDY-REDUCED-CC
1. Input: an instance Π over universe U
2. π ← ∅
3. Π ′ ← Π
4. G′ ← the component graph associated with Π ′
5. While |V (G′)| > 0 do
6. X is a maximum cardinality 2-component in G′
7. π ← π ∪ {X}
8. remove all elements of X from U and update Π ′
9. G′ ← the component graph associated with Π ′
10. For each u ∈ U , u is not in a set of π do
11. add {u} to π
12. Return π
Let C1, . . . ,Cn be the 2-components of the instance. Denote with A= {A1, . . . ,Ak} the set of non-empty intersec-
tions of pairs of 2-components, that is A= {Ci ∩ Cj : Ci ∩ Cj = ∅}. By Lemma 2.3, sets in A are pairwise disjoint.
Note that, if |Ai | 2, then each pair of elements (x, y) ∈ Ai is co-clustered in all three input partitions.
Let Π be an instance of MAX-3CC and let (i, j) be a pair of elements of U . Recall that sΠ(i, j) denotes the
number of input partitions in which i and j are co-clustered, while dΠ(i, j) denotes the number of input partitions
in which i and j are not co-clustered. Let wMAX,Π (i, j) denote the maximum of sΠ(i, j) and dΠ(i, j). Given a
solution π , we define the weight of (i, j) in π , denoted by wπ(i, j), as sΠ(i, j) if (i, j) is co-clustered in π , dΠ(i, j)
otherwise. Thus the similarity value v(π) of a solution π can be expressed simply as
∑
i<j wπ(i, j). Let opt be an
optimal solution of Π . Then for each p ∈ P(U), wopt(p)wMAX,Π (p). Let P ′ be a set of pairs, the similarity value
of P ′ in a solution π is v(P ′,π) =∑p∈P ′ wπ(p).
Let π be the solution returned by Algorithm 3. Since every set in the solution π is a subset of a 2-component, then
all elements co-clustered in π are co-clustered in at least two partitions of the input and thus wπ(p) = wMAX,Π (p)
for each pair p of elements co-clustered in a set of solution π .
Moreover, observe that, since GREEDY-REDUCED-CC constructs a partition π from subsets of 2-components, if
a pair p is co-clustered in the instance in less than two partitions, then p is not co-clustered in π and thus wπ(p) =
wMAX,Π (p). Similarly, it is easy to verify that wπ(p) = wMAX,Π (p) = 3 for each pair p co-clustered in the instance
in three partitions, since p is co-clustered in π . Let Pπ,3IN denote the set of such pairs.
Consequently, wπ(p) = wMAX,Π (p) except for some pairs p = (a, b), such that a, b ∈ X, where X is a 2-
component of graph G and a, b are not co-clustered in π . Indeed, in this case wπ(p) = 1 <wMAX,Π (p) = 2. Let us
denote by Pπ,loss the set of such pairs. Observe that by construction of GREEDY-REDUCED-CC, given a 2-component
Z such that Ai ⊆ Z, a pair p = (x, y) ∈ Pπ,loss consists of an element x ∈ Ai and an element y that belongs to Z \Ai .
We will show that the number of pairs in Pπ,loss is limited and we can bound from above the similarity value of such
pairs as stated in Lemma 5.1.
Let us denote by Pπ,IN the set of pairs contained in 2-components of G such that wπ(p) = wMAX,Π (p) = 2,
by Pπ,OUT the subset of pairs p that are not in 2-components and such that wπ(p) = wMAX,Π (p) = 2 (p is not
co-clustered in π ). Moreover, denote by PAi the set of pairs with elements in a certain Ai (where Ai ∈ A) and
PA =
⋃
i PAi . Let v(A) denote the similarity value of the pairs in PA, that is v(A) = v(PA,π) =
∑
Ai∈A
3|Ai |(|Ai |−1)
2 ,
since the sets in A are pairwise disjoint by Lemma 2.3.
Let π be a solution returned by GREEDY-REDUCED-CC and OPT the optimal solution. Observe that Pπ,IN ∪PA is
the set of pairs co-clustered in π , while the set of all pairs not co-clustered in π consists of Pπ,OUT ∪Pπ,loss ∪Pπ,3OUT.
Consequently, v(π) = v(Pπ,IN,π)+ v(A)+ v(Pπ,OUT,π)+ v(Pπ,loss,π)+ v(Pπ,3OUT,π).
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Moreover, v(OPT)
∑
p wMAX,Π (p) = v(Pπ,IN,π)+ v(A)+ v(Pπ,OUT,π)+ 2v(Pπ,loss,π)+ v(Pπ,3OUT,π) =
v(π)+ v(Pπ,loss,π).
The following basic result is used to prove the approximation factor in Theorem 5.2.
Lemma 5.1. Let π be a solution computed by Algorithm 3, then the following holds:
v(Pπ,IN,π)+ v(A)+ v(Pπ,OUT,π) 3v(Pπ,loss,π).
Theorem 5.2. Algorithm GREEDY-REDUCED-CC achieves an approximation factor of 45 .
Proof. As observed before, v(OPT)  v(π) + v(Pπ,loss,π). Adding v(Pπ,loss,π) to both sides of inequality in
Lemma 5.1, we obtain 4v(Pπ,loss,π) v(π), which proves that v(OPT) 54v(π). 
Let 〈X1,X2, . . . ,Xz〉 be the sequence of sets of size at least 2 added to the solution π by GREEDY-REDUCED-
CC at successive steps 1,2, . . . , z. Thus let Ui denote the universe set of the component graph Gi obtained when
component Xi is chosen by GREEDY-REDUCED-CC. Observe that we will prove the inequality of Lemma 5.1 by
showing in Lemma 5.6 that a similar inequality holds for the pairs considered at each iteration i of the algorithm
GREEDY-REDUCED-CC; such pairs are over universe Ui and are defined by means of the 2-component graph Gi and
set Xi as follows.
Denote by Pπ,IN(Xi) the set of the pairs in Pπ,IN having two elements in Xi . Moreover, denote by Pπ,loss(Xi) the
set of pairs in Pπ,loss having one element in Xi and consisting of elements over universe Ui . Given Xi , observe that
by Lemma 2.3 there are at most only 2-components of graph Gi , denoted as Xi1 , Xi2 , sharing a common element of
Xi and moreover Xi1 ∩ Xi2 = Xi ∩ Xi1 = Xi ∩ Xi2 . Thus, denote by Pπ,OUT,1(Xi) the set of pairs (a, b) ∈ Pπ,OUT
with a, b ∈ Ui , a ∈ Xi and b ∈ Xi1 ∪ Xi2 . Denote by Pπ,OUT,2(Xi) the set of pairs (a, b) ∈ Pπ,OUT with a, b ∈ Ui ,
such that a, b belong to Xi1,Xi2 respectively. Figure 6 illustrates sets of pairs defined above.
By construction, Pπ,IN(Xi), Pπ,loss(Xi), Pπ,OUT,1(Xi), Pπ,OUT,2(Xi) are all pairwise disjoint sets. Indeed, pairs in
Pπ,IN(Xi) are contained in Xi , while pairs in Pπ,loss(Xi) and Pπ,OUT,1(Xi) have exactly one element in Xi and pairs
in Pπ,OUT,2(Xi) have no element in Xi . Moreover, pairs in Pπ,loss are in 2-components of graph G, differently from
pairs in Pπ,OUT.
A fundamental step in proving Lemma 5.1 is the following claim:
Claim 5.3. Let Xi and Xj be sets added to the solution π by GREEDY-REDUCED-CC at two distinct steps i, j .
Then Pπ,IN(Xi),Pπ,IN(Xj ), Pπ,OUT,1(Xi), Pπ,OUT,2(Xi), Pπ,OUT,1(Xj ), Pπ,loss(Xi) and Pπ,loss(Xj ) are all pairwise
disjoint sets.
Proof. Assume w.l.o.g. that i < j , that is Xi is added to the solution π before set Xj . Since each element in Xi is
deleted from Ui after adding Xi to π , it follows that all pairs with an element in Xi , that is Pπ,IN(Xi), Pπ,OUT,1(Xi),
Pπ,loss(Xi), are pairwise disjoint from pairs in Pπ,IN(Xj ), Pπ,loss(Xj ), Pπ,OUT,1(Xj ) consisting of elements distinct
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in Pπ,OUT,1(Xj ), since by Lemma 2.3, there is no 2-component (including Xj ) different from Xi sharing elements
with both Xi1, Xi2. Since the other pairs in Pπ,IN(Xi),Pπ,IN(Xj ), Pπ,loss(Xi) and Pπ,loss(Xj ) are all contained in
2-components, this fact concludes the proof of the lemma. 
By the above Claim 5.3, it follows that Pπ,OUT,2(Xi) might share pairs only with a set Pπ,OUT,2(Xj ). In what
follows we will show that there exists at most one set Xj such that (a, b) ∈ Pπ,OUT,2(Xi) and (a, b) ∈ Pπ,OUT,2(Xj )
(see Claim 5.5).
Lemma 5.4. Let Xi and Xj be two sets added to the solution π by GREEDY-REDUCED-CC at two distinct steps i,
j , with i < j . Let Xi1 , Xi2 be two 2-components such that Xi ∩ Xi1 = Xi ∩ Xi2 = Xi1 ∩ Xi2 = ∅ and let Xj1 , Xj2 be
two 2-components such that Xj ∩ Xj1 = Xj ∩ Xj2 = Xj1 ∩ Xj2 = ∅. If Xi1 ∩ Xj1 = A = ∅ and Xi2 ∩ Xj2 = B = ∅,
then each 2-component different from Xi1 , Xj1 that contains elements of A shares no element with any 2-component
different from Xi2 , Xj2 that contains elements of B .
Proof. By Corollary 2.4, w.l.o.g. we can assume that Xi ∪ Xi1 is included in a set Z1 of π1, Xi ∪ Xi2 is included in
a set Z2 of π2, Xi1 ∪Xi2 is included in a set Z3 of π3. Furthermore observe that, by maximality of 2-components, π1
must not contain Xi2 , π2 must not contain Xi1 and π3 must not contain Xi .
A similar property must hold for Xj , where by construction of the algorithm Xj and Xi are disjoint sets. Thus,
sets Xj ∪ Xj1 , Xj ∪ Xj2 and Xj1 ∪ Xj2 are included in sets A1, A2 and A3, respectively, belonging to distinct input
partitions.
The following cases must be considered.
Case 1. Assume that A1 belongs to partition π3. Since Xi1 and Xj1 share the subset A, it follows that A1 ⊆ Z3.
Hence A3 belongs to π1 or π2. It is not restrictive to assume that A3 belongs to π1. Clearly, it must be that A3 ⊆ Z1,
as Z1 ∩ A3 ⊇ A. Consequently, Xj1 ∪ Xi1 is included in Z1 and Z3 thus contradicting the maximality of the 2-
components.
Case 2. Assume that A2 belongs to partition π3. Being A2 symmetric to set A1, this case leads to a contradiction just
as in Case 1.
Since Cases 1 and 2 lead to a contradiction, we must assume that A3 belongs to π3, with A3 ⊆ Z3. Clearly, by
maximality of 2-components, A1 and A2 belong to π2 and π1 respectively, where A1 is distinct from Z2 and A2 is
distinct from Z1.
Let Xz be a 2-component different from Xi1 , Xj1 so that Xz ∩ A = ∅. Observe that Xz must belong to π1 and π2,
otherwise is co-clustered in two partitions with one of Xi1 , Xj1 , and the maximality of 2-components is violated. Let
Xw be a 2-component so that Xw ∩B = ∅. Again observe that Xw must belong to π1 and π2, otherwise the maximality
of 2-components is violated. But then, since Xz and Xw are in different sets of the same partitions, Xz ∩Xw = ∅. 
From Lemma 5.4, it follows that if a pair (a, b) of Pπ,OUT,2(Xi) belongs to Pπ,OUT,2(Xj ), then there is no other
set Xz chosen by the algorithm and such that (a, b) ∈ Pπ,OUT,2(Xz). Hence Claim 5.5 holds.
Claim 5.5. A pair (a, b) belongs to at most two sets Pπ,OUT,2(Xi), Pπ,OUT,2(Xj ).
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Let X1, . . . ,Xk be the sequence of sets added to the solution π by successive iterations of
algorithm GREEDY-REDUCED-CC. Define AXi = {Aj ∈A: Aj ∩ Xi = ∅}. Notice that A=
⋃
ikAXi and Pπ,IN =⋃
ik Pπ,IN(Xi) and
⋃
ik Pπ,OUT(Xi) ⊆ Pπ,OUT. Now, let us show that Pπ,loss =
⋃
ik Pπ,loss(Xi). Indeed, observe
that
⋃
ik Pπ,loss(Xi) ⊆ Pπ,loss. Thus, let (a, b) be a pair in Pπ,loss. Then (a, b) is in a 2-component Cl of graph G.
By construction of the algorithm, there exists a 2-component Xl added at step l by the algorithm GREEDY-REDUCED-
CC to π such that a ∈ Xl , while b ∈ Xt , with l < t . Consequently, it holds that (a, b) ∈ Pπ,loss(Xl), proving that
Pπ,loss ⊆⋃ik Pπ,loss(Xi).
In the following we will prove that:
v
(
Pπ,IN(Xi)
)+ v(AXi )+ v(Pπ,OUT,1(Xi))+ 1v(Pπ,OUT,2(Xi)) 3v(Pπ,loss(Xi)).2
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be counted at most twice, once for the pairs Pπ,OUT,2(Xi) and once for the pairs Pπ,OUT,2(Xj ). Now, by
Claim 5.5,
∑
ik v(Pπ,OUT,1(Xi))+ 12v(Pπ,OUT,2(Xi)) v(Pπ,OUT,π), and thus by applying Claim 5.3 it holds that:∑
ik(v(Pπ,IN(Xi)) + v(AXi ) + v(Pπ,OUT,1(Xi)) + 12v(Pπ,OUT,2(Xi)))  v(
∑
ik Pπ,IN(Xi)) + v(
∑
ikAXi ) +
v(
∑
ik Pπ,OUT(Xi)). The Lemma 5.1 directly follows.
Lemma 5.6. Let π be the solution computed by GREEDY-REDUCED-CC and Xi the set added to solution π at
iteration i, then
v
(
Pπ,IN(Xi)
)+ v(AXi )+ v(Pπ,OUT,1(Xi))+ 12v
(
Pπ,OUT,2(Xi)
)
 3v
(
Pπ,loss(Xi)
)
.
Proof. Given Ar ∈ AXi , we denote by Pπ,IN(Xi,Ar) (respectively Pπ,loss(Xi,Ar)) the pairs in Pπ,IN(Xi) (respec-
tively Pπ,loss(Xi)) having an element in Ar . Denote by Pπ,OUT(Xi,Ar) the set of pairs in Pπ,OUT(Xi) having an
element in Xi −Ar (such pairs are denoted as Pπ,OUT,1(Xi,Ar)) plus the pairs (a, b) in Pπ,OUT,2(Xi) such that a, b
belong to Xr1, Xr2 respectively, where Xr1, Xr2 denote the 2-components of graph Gi (Gi is the component graph at
iteration i of the algorithm) that share intersection Ar with Xi (such pairs are denoted as Pπ,OUT,2(Xi,Ar)). Finally,
denote by X−ri the set Xi −Ar and by X−rr1 , X−rr2 the set X−rr1 −Ar and X−rr2 −Ar respectively.
Observe that Pπ,loss(Xi,Ar) consists of all pairs in Ar ×X−rr1 ∪Ar ×X−rr2 .
In the following we use the following fact: (∗) |X−ri |  |X−rr1 | and |X−ri |  |X−rr2 |. Indeed, by construction Xi
is a maximum 2-component w.r.t. the other 2-components of graph Gi built at iteration i of algorithm GREEDY-
REDUCED-CC. First we prove Lemma 5.6 when |X−rr2 | = 0.
Claim 5.7. Let Ar be a set in A and assume that |X−rr2 | = 0.
1
2
v
(
Pπ,IN(Xi,Ar)
)+ v(Ar)+ v(Pπ,OUT,1(Xi,Ar)) 3v(Pπ,loss(Xi,Ar)). (6)
Proof. Observe that v(Pπ,IN(Xi,Ar)) = 2|Ar ||X−ri |, v(Ar) = 32 |Ar |(|Ar |− 1), v(Pπ,OUT,1(Xi,Ar)) = 2|X−ri ||X−rr1 |
and v(Pπ,loss(Xi,Ar)) = |Ar ||X−rr1 |.
The set Pπ,IN(Xi,Ar) consists of pairs in Ar × X−ri . Let xr , y be two elements of Xi such that xr ∈ Ar and
y ∈ As ⊆ X−ri . Observe that each pair (xr , y) in Pπ,IN(Xi,Ar) belongs to at most another set Pπ,IN(Xi,As), with
i = j . Hence, we consider 12v(Pπ,IN(Xi,Ar)) = |Ar ||X−ri |.
The following cases must be considered.
First assume that |Ar | > 2|X−ri |. Then 32 |Ar |(|Ar | − 1) 3|Ar ||X−rr1 |.
Assume that |X−ri | < |Ar |  2|X−ri |. Then 32 |Ar |(|Ar | − 1)  32 |Ar ||X−rr1 |, |Ar ||X−ri |  |Ar ||X−rr1 | and
2|X−ri ||X−rr1 | |Ar ||X−rr1 | hence the claim holds.
Assume that |X−ri |  |Ar |. Then |Ar ||X−ri | > |Ar ||X−rr1 | and 2|X−ri ||X−rr1 |  2|Ar ||X−rr1 |, hence the claim
holds. 
Hence in the following we assume w.l.o.g. that |X−rr1 | |X−rr2 | > 0. In order to prove Lemma 5.6, we distinguish
two cases:
(1) there exists a set Ar in A, Ar ⊆ Xi such that |Ar | > 32 |X−ri |;
(2) there exists no set Ar in A, Ar ⊆ Xi such that |Ar | > 32 |X−ri |;
Case 1
The proof in Case 1 is based on the following bounds.
Claim 5.8. Assume that Xi verifies Case 1. Then for each As ∈AXi such that As ⊆ X−ri
v(As)+ v
(
Pπ,OUT,1(Xi,As)
)
 3v
(
Pπ,loss(Xi,As)
)
. (7)
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As ⊆ X−ri , we have |X−si | |Ar | > 32 |X−ri | 32 |As |. Consequently v(Pπ,OUT,1(Xi,As)) 2|X−si |(|X−ss1 |+|X−ss2 |) >
3|As |(|X−ss1 | + |X−ss2 |) = 3v(Pπ,loss(Xi,As)). 
Claim 5.9. Assume that Xi verifies Case 1. Then for Ar ∈AXi
v(Ar)+ v
(
Pπ,OUT,1(Xi,Ar)
)+ 1
2
v
(
Pπ,OUT,2(Xi,Ar)
)
 2v
(
Pπ,loss(Xi,Ar)
)
. (8)
Proof. Observe that v(Ar) = 32 |Ar |(|Ar | − 1), v(Pπ,OUT,1(Xi,Ar)) = 2|X−ri |(|X−rr1 | + |X−rr2 |), while
v(Pπ,OUT,2(Xi,Ar)) = |X−rr1 ||X−rr2 | and v(Pπ,loss(Xi,Ar)) = |Ar |(|X−rr1 | + |X−rr2 |). Thus, the following cases must
be considered.
Let us first assume that |X−rr1 | + |X−rr2 | |Ar |; by fact (∗) stated in the above proof of Lemma 5.6, we get |X−ri |
|X−rr1 | 12 |Ar |. Thus
2
∣∣X−ri ∣∣(∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣+ ∣∣X−rr2 ∣∣) |Ar |(∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣+ ∣∣X−rr2 ∣∣)
while |X−rr1 ||X−rr2 |  12 |Ar ||X−rr2 |. Hence, v(Pπ,OUT,1(Xi,Ar)) + 12v(Pπ,OUT,2(Xi,Ar))  v(Pπ,loss(Xi,Ar)) +
1
2 |Ar ||X−rr2 |.
Since |Ar | > 32 |X−ri | and both |Ar | and |X−ri | are integers, while 32 |X−ri | can be a fractional number, it follows
that |Ar | − 1 32 |X−ri | − 12 . Hence
3
2
|Ar |
(|Ar | − 1) 94 |Ar | ·
∣∣X−ri ∣∣− 34 |Ar | |Ar | ·
∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣+ 12 |Ar | ·
∣∣X−rr2 ∣∣.
Combining this last inequality with the fact that v(Pπ,OUT,1(Xi,Ar))+ 12v(Pπ,OUT,2(Xi,Ar)) v(Pπ,loss(Xi,Ar))+
1
2 |Ar ||X−rr2 |, the claim follows.
Now, assume that |X−rr1 | + |X−rr2 | < |Ar | and |X−rr1 | + |X−rr2 |  12 |Ar |. We get 32 |Ar |(|Ar | − 1)  32 |Ar |(|X−rr1 | +
|X−rr2 |) and by fact (*) |X−ri | |X−rr1 | 14 |Ar |. Thus
2
∣∣X−ri ∣∣(∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣+ ∣∣X−rr2 ∣∣) 12 |Ar |
(∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣+ ∣∣X−rr2 ∣∣)
and the claim easily follows.
Finally, assuming that |X−rr1 | + |X−rr2 | < 12 |Ar |, we get |Ar | − 1  2(|X−rr1 | + |X−rr2 |) and 32 |Ar |(|Ar | − 1) 
3|Ar |(|X−rr1 | + |X−rr2 |) and thus the claim holds. 
To conclude the proof, observe that the set Pπ,IN(Xi) contains the set of the pairs Ar ×X−ri . Since |X−ri | |X−rr1 |
|X−rr2 |, it follows that 2|Ar ||X−ri |  |Ar |(|X−rr1 | + |X−rr2 |) and thus v(Pπ,IN(Xi, ))  v(Pπ,loss(Xi,Ar)) (recall that
pairs in Pπ,loss have value 1, while pairs in Pπ,IN have value 2). Thus, combining this result with Claims 5.8 and 5.9
yields Lemma 5.6.
Case 2
The proof in Case 2 is based on the following bound.
Claim 5.10. Assume that Xi verifies Case 2. Then for each Ar ∈AXi ,
v(Ar)+ v
(
Pπ,OUT,1(Xi,Ar)
)+ 1
2
v
(
Pπ,OUT,2(Xi,Ar)
)+ 5
2
v
(
Pπ,loss(Xi,Ar)
)
. (9)
Proof. Observe that v(Ar) = 32 |Ar |(|Ar | − 1), v(Pπ,OUT,1(Xi,Ar)) = 2|X−ri |(|X−rr1 | + |X−rr2 |), while
v(Pπ,OUT,2(Xi,Ar)) = 2|X−rr1 | · |X−rr2 |, v(Pπ,loss(Xi,Ar)) = |Ar |(|X−rr1 | + |X−rr2 |). Recall that |X−rr1 | |X−rr2 |. Thus,
the following cases must be considered.
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2
∣∣X−ri ∣∣(∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣+ ∣∣X−rr2 ∣∣) 52 |Ar |
(∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣+ ∣∣X−rr2 ∣∣)
and the claim holds.
Assume now that |Ar | |X−rr1 | < 54 |Ar |, then
2
∣∣X−ri ∣∣(∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣+ ∣∣X−rr2 ∣∣) 2|Ar |(∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣+ ∣∣X−rr2 ∣∣).
Since |Ar | > 45 |X−rr1 |, it follows that |Ar | − 1 45 |X−rr1 | − 45 . Thus, it holds that:
3
2
|Ar |
(|Ar | − 1) 32 |Ar |
(
4
5
∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣− 45
)
 3
5
|Ar |
(∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣+ ∣∣X−rr2 ∣∣)− 65 |Ar |
1
2
|Ar |
(∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣+ ∣∣X−rr2 ∣∣)− |Ar |.
Finally |X−rr1 ||X−rr2 | |Ar ||X−rr2 | |Ar | and the claim holds.
Assume now that 67 |Ar |  |X−rr1 | < |Ar |, then |Ar | − 1  |X−rr1 |  |X−rr2 |. Since by hypothesis |Ar |  32 |X−ri |, it
follows that
2
∣∣X−ri ∣∣(∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣+ ∣∣X−rr2 ∣∣) 43 |Ar |
(∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣+ ∣∣X−rr2 ∣∣)
and
3
2
|Ar |
(|Ar | − 1)= 76 |Ar |
(|Ar | − 1)+ 13 |Ar |
(|Ar | − 1) 76 |Ar |
∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣+ 13 |Ar |
∣∣X−rr2 ∣∣.
Moreover, |X−rr1 ||X−rr2 | 67 |Ar ||X−rr2 | and the claim holds.
Assume now that 23 |Ar | |X−rr1 | < 67 |Ar |, then |Ar | − 1 76 |X−rr1 |. Again, since by hypothesis |Ar | 32 |X−ri |, it
follows that
2
∣∣X−ri ∣∣(∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣+ ∣∣X−rr2 ∣∣) 43 |Ar |
(∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣+ ∣∣X−rr2 ∣∣).
We recall that |Ar | − 1 76 |X−rr1 |, therefore
3
2
|Ar |
(|Ar | − 1) 32 |Ar |
(
7
6
∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣
)
= 7
4
|Ar |
∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣ 54 |Ar |
∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣+ 12 |Ar |
∣∣X−rr2 ∣∣.
Moreover, |X−rr1 ||X−rr2 | 23 |Ar ||X−rr2 | and the claim holds.
Assuming 12 |Ar | |X−rr1 | < 23 |Ar | we get |Ar | − 1 32 |X−rr1 |. Since |Ar | 32 |X−ri |, it follows that
2
∣∣X−ri ∣∣(∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣+ ∣∣X−rr2 ∣∣) 43 |Ar |
(∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣+ ∣∣X−rr2 ∣∣).
Since |Ar | − 1 32 |X−rr1 |, it follows that
3
2
|Ar |
(|Ar | − 1) 94 |Ar |
∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣ 76 |Ar | ·
∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣+ 1321 |Ar |
∣∣X−rr2 ∣∣.
Moreover, |X−rr1 ||X−rr2 | 12 |Ar ||X−rr2 | and the claim holds.
Assuming |X−rr1 | < 12 |Ar |, since |Ar | < 32 |X−ri |, we get
2
∣∣X−ri ∣∣(∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣+ ∣∣X−rr2 ∣∣) 43 |Ar |
(∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣+ ∣∣X−rr2 ∣∣)
and
3
2
|Ar |
(|Ar | − 1) 32 |Ar |
(∣∣X−rr1 ∣∣+ ∣∣X−rr2 ∣∣)
and the claim holds. 
Now, the set Pπ,IN(Xi,Ar) consists of pairs in Ar × X−ri . Since |X−ri |  |X−rr1 |  |X−rr2 |, it holds that
2|Ar |(|X−r |)  |Ar |(|X−r | + |X−r |), that is v(Pπ,IN(Xi,Ar))  v(Pπ,loss(Xi,Ar)). Let xr , y be two elements ofi r1 r2
696 P. Bonizzoni et al. / Journal of Computer and System Sciences 74 (2008) 671–696Xi such that xr ∈ Ar and y ∈ As ⊆ Xi . Since each pair (xr , y) in Pπ,IN(Xi) belongs to at most two sets of pairs
Pπ,IN(Xi,Ar), Pπ,IN(Xi,As), it follows that 12v(Pπ,IN(Xi)) 
1
2v(Pπ,loss(Xi)). Thus, combining this result with
Claim 5.10 gives Lemma 5.6. 
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